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Welcome to the third Doctoral Symposium of the International Symposium on Formal Methods. This year, the Formal Methods Symposium and its Doctoral Symposium are organized in Eindhoven, the Netherlands. It is also part of the Formal Methods Week featuring a number of scientific events dedicated to Formal Methods and their application.
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We would like to thank several people and organizations which helped us in organizing this symposium. First and foremost, we would like to acknowledge the help and support provided by the FM 2009 organization committee and program co-chairs: Tijn Borghuis, Erik de Vink, Jos Baeten, Ana Cavalcanti and Dennis Dams. We are grateful to Formal Methods Europe association for providing generous travel grants and free tickets to the conference dinner for the participating students. Also, we would like to thank our Review and Examination Committees, as well as the additional sub-referees for their time and effort in reviewing and selecting among the submitted papers. Our best thanks go to Professor Cliff B. Jones for accepting our invitation to give an invited talk in this symposium. Finally we would like to thank the students who have submitted to and participated in the Doctoral Symposium, without whom this event would not even materialize.
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Exploiting Architectural Constraints and Branching Bisimulation Equivalences in Component-Based Systems

Christian Lambertz

Department of Computer Science, University of Mannheim, Germany
lambertz@informatik.uni-mannheim.de

Abstract. We introduce a condition for the verification of properties in component-based systems that allows for components with variants and hence supports reusability. Thereby, the architecture of the system and behavior equivalences between the components are exploited in order to cope with the state space explosion problem. We use the model of interaction systems as the component model and extend it with unobservable behavior and a new composition operator.

1 Introduction

In component-based systems the fault-free composition of the components plays an important role in order to construct fault-free systems. But, the well-known state space explosion problem, that arises in the composition step, makes a direct state space analysis unfeasible. Thus, many techniques were developed that reduce the state space, e.g., compositional reasoning, partial order reduction, abstract interpretation, and symmetry reduction. Another approach is to exploit the architecture of the composed system.

The exploitation of the architecture and of behavioral equivalences is used as such a technique by Bernardo et al. [1]. They introduce the notion of component compatibility which means that the composite behavior of two components, where any joint action is concealed, is weak bisimilar to the behavior of one of the components with corresponding concealed actions. For instance, if a component $b$ which only interacts with one component $m$ is compatible to $m$, then $b$ is not important for the global behavior of the system. Instead of considering both components one can safely consider only $m$.

This approach is extensible to the whole system. It is particularly suited for acyclic architectures, such as star-like or tree-like ones. For instance in star-like architectures, the compatibility check is performed for every border component together with the central component. If it succeeds, the behavior of the whole system can be reduced by only considering the behavior of the central component.

* I thank my advisor Mila Majster-Cederbaum for proposing this research direction.
A similar idea is used by Hennicker et al. [5]. They call the compatibility behavior neutrality and provide a reduction strategy for such neutral components.

However, as shown by our example in Sec. 3, the mentioned strategies are not suited for versatile components that offer many variants for different contexts. This versatility supports the reusability property that is typically desired in component-based system design. Similarly arguing, the compatibility assumption of [1] is rather restrictive. If a border component alters the behavior of the central component but this alteration is not important for the interaction with the other components, the approach already fails.

Our contribution to overcome the versatility problems of the existing approaches is that we propose a condition that allows for more liberal alterations. We use interaction systems by Gössler and Sifakis [4] as the component model. Note that our technique does not rely on this model; our ideas carry over to other models of concurrency as well. The key idea of interaction systems is the separation of the components’ description and their glue code. Each component’s description consists of a static and a dynamic part. The static part describes the available actions for cooperation, and the dynamic part models the local behavior as a labeled transition system. The glue code is described as a set of so-called interactions and models the cooperation. The global behavior can be computed by combining the local behaviors according to the glue code. We extend the original definition of [4] by the concept of closed interactions that cannot be used for further compositions and that become unobservable in the global behavior. Additionally, we provide a new composition operator.

In the following, we focus on component systems with star-like and tree-like architectures. This is reasonable since many interesting cases, e.g., master/client architectures, follow such a pattern. In CSP, for instance, the connection diagram of processes constructed with the subordination operator forms a tree [6].

Furthermore, we use branching bisimilarity (denoted by \(\approx_b\) in the following) instead of weak bisimilarity (denoted by \(\approx\)), which is used by Bernardo et al. [1] and Hennicker et al. [5], because branching bisimilarity preserves more properties of systems (a logical characterization of \(\approx_b\) in CTL\(^*\)-X exists [2]), it is more efficient to calculate, and, as remarked by van Glabbeek and Weijland [3], many system that are weak bisimilar are also branching bisimilar.

## 2 Definitions

Before we give a precise definition of interaction systems, we define several operators for the manipulation of sets that are needed in the following.

**Definition 1 (Set Manipulation).** Let \(X\) and \(Y\) be two sets of sets with \(X \cap Y = \emptyset\lor X \cap Y = \{\emptyset\}\). The (nonempty) interjoin of these sets is denoted by 

\[
X \Join Y := \{ x \cup y \mid x \in X \land y \in Y \} \setminus (\emptyset \cup X \cup Y),
\]

i.e., the interjoin contains only new sets that were not contained in \(X\) or \(Y\) before. The power set of a set \(x\) is denoted by \(\mathcal{P}(x) := \{ x' \mid x' \subseteq x \}\). We overload this operator for sets of sets, i.e., the union of all power sets of sets \(x\) contained in \(X\) is denoted by
The set of sets $X$ is said to respect the sets in $Y$, denoted by $X \subseteq Y$, if $\forall x \in X \exists y \in Y : x \subseteq y$.

**Definition 2 (Interaction System).** An interaction system is defined by means of a tuple $\Sys := (K, A, \Int, \Int_{\text{closed}}, \{T_i\}_{i \in K})$. Here $K$ is a finite set of components, which are referred to as $i \in K$. The actions of component $i$ are given by the set $A_i$, with the property $\forall i, j \in K : i \neq j \Rightarrow A_i \cap A_j = \emptyset$. All available actions are contained in the global action set $A := \bigcup_{i \in K} A_i$.

A nonempty finite set $\alpha \subseteq A$ of actions is called an interaction if it contains at most one action of every component, i.e., $|\alpha \cap A_i| \leq 1$ for all $i \in K$. For any interaction $\alpha$ and component $i$ we put $i(\alpha) := A_i \cap \alpha$. We say that $i$ participates in $\alpha$ if $i(\alpha) \neq \emptyset$.

The interaction set $\Int$ of $\Sys$ is a set of interactions that covers all actions, i.e., $\bigcup_{\alpha \in \Int} \alpha = A$. The set of closed interactions $\Int_{\text{closed}} \subseteq \Int$ contains interactions that cannot be used to create new interactions among the components (we define later how this creation works). An additional special interaction, the unobservable interaction $\tau$, is available but not contained in the global interaction set, i.e., $\tau \not\in \Int$.

Finally, for each component $i$ a labeled transition system $T_i$ describes the local behavior of $i$, i.e., $T_i := (Q_i, A_i, \Delta_i, q^0_i)$ where $Q_i$ is the local state space, each local alphabet $A_i$ contains all actions of component $i$, the local transition relation is $\Delta_i \subseteq Q_i \times A_i \times Q_i$, and $q^0_i \in Q_i$ is the local initial state.

The global behavior of $\Sys$ is a labeled transition system $[\Sys] := (Q, A, \Delta, q^0)$ which is obtained in a straightforward manner. The global state space is given by $Q := \times_{i \in K} Q_i$. States are denoted by tuples $q := (q_1, \ldots, q_n)$, and the global initial state is $q^0 := (q^0_1, \ldots, q^0_n)$. The global alphabet $A := \Int \setminus \Int_{\text{closed}} \cup \{\tau\}$ contains all non-closed interactions and the special interaction $\tau$. The global transition relation $\Delta \subseteq Q \times A \times Q$ is defined canonically: For any $\alpha \in \Int$ and any $q, q' \in Q$ we have

- $(q, \alpha, q') \in \Delta$ if $\alpha \not\in \Int_{\text{closed}}$ and $\forall i \in K$: if $i(\alpha) = \{a_i\}$ then $(q_i, a_i, q'_i) \in \Delta_i$ and if $i(\alpha) = \emptyset$ then $q_i = q'_i$ and
- $(q, \tau, q') \in \Delta$ if $\alpha \in \Int_{\text{closed}}$ and $\forall i \in K$: if $i(\alpha) = \{a_i\}$ then $(q_i, a_i, q'_i) \in \Delta_i$ and if $i(\alpha) = \emptyset$ then $q_i = q'_i$.

Next, we define a composition operator for interaction systems. This composition should only be possible for disjoint interaction systems: Two interaction systems $\Sys$ and $\Sys'$ are disjoint, if their set of components and global action sets are disjoint.

**Definition 3 (Composition: Interconnecting Interaction Systems).** Let $\Sys$ and $\Sys'$ be two disjoint interaction systems, and let $I^+ \subseteq \varphi(\Int \setminus \Int_{\text{closed}}) \bowtie \varphi(\Int' \setminus \Int'_{\text{closed}})$ be a set of new interactions. Let $I^- \subseteq (\Int \setminus \Int_{\text{closed}}) \cup (\Int' \setminus \Int'_{\text{closed}})$ with $I^- \subseteq I^+$ be a set of old interactions that should not be included in the composite interaction system because any of these old interactions is part of a new interaction. Let $(I^+, I^-)$ denote this composition information. The composition of $\Sys$ and $\Sys'$ with respect to the composition information...
is the interaction system $\text{Sys} \otimes \text{Sys'} := (K \cup K', \mathcal{A} \cup \mathcal{A}', (I^+ \cup \text{Int} \cup \text{Int}') \setminus I^-, \text{Int}_{\text{closed}} \cup \text{Int'}_{\text{closed}}, \{T_i\}_{i \in K \cup K'}$.

We now define subsystems of interaction systems by considering subsets of the components. Afterwards, we define an operator for declaring interactions as closed.

**Definition 4 (Subsystem Construction).** Let $\text{Sys}$ be an interaction system and $K_1 \subseteq K$ a set of components. The **subsystem of $\text{Sys}$ obtained by only considering the components in $K_1$**, denoted by $\text{Sys}[K_1] := (K_1, \mathcal{A}[K_1], \text{Int}[K_1], \text{Int}_{\text{closed}}[K_1], \{T_i\}_{i \in K_1})$ with $\mathcal{A}[K_1] := \bigcup_{i \in K_1} A_i$, $\text{Int}[K_1] := \{\alpha \cap \mathcal{A}[K_1] | \alpha \in \text{Int} \land \alpha \cap \mathcal{A}[K_1] \neq \emptyset\}$, and $\text{Int}_{\text{closed}}[K_1] := \{\alpha \in \text{Int}_{\text{closed}} | \alpha \subseteq \mathcal{A}[K_1]\}$.

**Definition 5 (Closing of Interactions).** Let $\text{Sys}$ be an interaction system and $\hat{I}$ be a set of interactions. The **closing of the interactions contained in $\hat{I}$ in $\text{Sys}$**, denoted by $\text{Sys} \setminus \hat{I}$, is the interaction system $\text{Sys} \setminus \hat{I} := (K, \mathcal{A}, \text{Int}, \text{Int}_{\text{closed}} \cup (\hat{I} \cap \text{Int}), \{T_i\}_{i \in K})$.

In order to avoid confusing parentheses when the three operators are used together, we define the following order of operators: In the absence of parentheses, subsystem construction takes precedence over closing, which takes precedence over composition.

In the following, we focus our analyses on systems with a particular architecture: The **interaction graph** of an interaction system $\text{Sys}$ contains a node for every component and the set of edges $\{\{i, j\} | \exists \alpha \in \text{Int} \text{ such that components } i \text{ and } j \text{ participate in } \alpha\}$. If the interaction graph forms a tree in the graph-theoretical sense we say that $\text{Sys}$ is **tree-like**. If it contains exactly one inner node we say that $\text{Sys}$ is **star-like**.

Note that the above definition of tree/star-like interaction systems implies that all interactions are binary. Furthermore, we assume for simplicity that any tree-like interaction system that is considered in the following satisfies the **exclusive communication** property, i.e., any action of any component is only contained in interactions with exactly one other component. This requirement does not restrict our approach, because an arbitrary tree-like interaction systems $\text{Sys}$ can be transformed into an equivalent tree-like interaction system $\text{Sys'}$ with exclusive communication in polynomial time [7].

### 3 Motivation: Versatile Merchandise Management System

Consider a merchandise management system (MMS) for wholesalers which manages orders of customers and supplies in the wholesaler’s storage. Therefore, the MMS offers several modes of operation: A wholesaler may deliver after receiving an order, may demand from the customer to ask for a reservation before ordering, and may accept direct orders but request nevertheless a reservation for
internal purposes. Additionally, any reservation is printed out for internal use.
This versatile behavior is reasonable if we assume that the MMS was developed
by a software company that wants to sell the MMS as a software component to a
variety of wholesalers. We consider now a particular wholesaler that bought and
uses this MMS who has a storage system in which every product needs to get
reserved before it will be delivered. Additionally, this wholesaler requests from
its customers to ask for a reservation before placing an order. This setting is
modeled as an interaction system with three components representing the MMS
\( m \), the storage system \( s \), and a customer \( c \). The behavior of the components is
depicted in Fig. 1. Obviously, this interaction system is star-like.

Fig. 1. Behavior of the components: the MMS \( m \), the storage system \( s \), and the customer \( c \).

The interactions are given by 

\[
\text{Int} \coloneqq \{ \{ \text{reserve}_m, \text{reserve}_s \}, \{ \text{deliver}_m, \text{deliver}_s \}, \{ \text{ask}_c, \text{order}_c \}, \{ \text{order}_m, \text{order}_c \}, \{ \text{print}_m \} \}.
\]

Note that many more customers could be added to the system, e.g., the customers are classified into several groups. Furthermore, many more storage systems could be added, e.g., distributed storage places exist each with an own system. Of course, the star-like architecture is preserved this way.

We want to verify the deadlock-freedom of the system. If we want to use the
approach of Bernardo et al. [1] or Hennicker et al. [5], we have to check whether
the behavior of the subsystem consisting of either a storage system or a customer
composed with the MMS is weak bisimilar to the behavior of the MMS where
any action used in an interaction in the former system is closed. We need to
check all such pairs.

Stated in our notation, we need to check for \( i \coloneqq s, c \) whether 

\[
[\text{Sys}[\{m, i\}] \setminus \hat{I}_{m,i}] \approx [\text{Sys}[\{m\}] \setminus \hat{I}_{m,i}]
\]

holds where \( \hat{I}_{m,i} \) denotes the interactions in which both \( m \) and \( i \) participate. This is not the case for \( i = c \) as illustrated in Fig. 2, because
the path “\( \tau \{\text{deliver}_m\} \)” is only possible in the latter system.

Fig. 2. Global behavior of \( \text{Sys}[\{m, c\}] \setminus \hat{I}_{m,c} \) (on the left) and \( \text{Sys}[\{m\}] \setminus \hat{I}_{m,c} \) (on the right).
But, this path is not possible in the global system, i.e., the restrictions that component \(c\) puts on \(m\) play no role for the interaction with component \(s\). We can express this situation with the following equivalence:

\[
\text{Sys}\{m, c\} \setminus \hat{I}_{m,c} \otimes \text{Sys}\{s\} \approx_b \text{Sys}\{m\} \setminus \hat{I}_{m,c} \otimes \text{Sys}\{s\}
\]

where \((m, s)\) denotes the composition information of \(m\) and \(s\). Since this equivalence holds and also

\[
\text{Sys}\{m, s\} \setminus \hat{I}_{m,s} \otimes \text{Sys}\{c\} \approx_b \text{Sys}\{m\} \setminus \hat{I}_{m,s} \otimes \text{Sys}\{c\}
\]

holds, we can conclude that no border component restricts the central component in a way, that the interactions of \(m\) with any other border component are interfered.

Next, we formalize the ideas behind the example and show how it can be applied to arbitrary interaction systems whose topology follows a particular architectural constraint. Afterwards, we complete the example by showing its deadlock-freedom.

4 Exploiting the Architecture and Branching Bisimilarities

Consider an interaction system \(\text{Sys}\) with a star-like architecture, i.e., one central component is surrounded by border components and each border component interacts only with the central component. Note that we have already extended our approach to tree-like systems. The following theorem is also applicable in the tree-like case because such a system consists of many star-like subsystems. Thereby, we use the graph-theoretical center of the interaction graph as the central component of the tree-like system.

An arbitrary border component \(i\) in \(\text{Sys}\) does not interfere the central component \(m\), if any restriction put on \(m\) by \(i\) plays no role for the interaction of \(m\) with any other border component. Of course, the border component \(i\) is allowed to restrict the behavior of the central component, but only in this non-interfering way. The idea behind the non-interference is that the border component \(i\) does not heavily influence the global behavior of the system and its behavior can be neglected in the analysis. We formalize this idea for all border components in Theorem 1. Thereby, the non-interference is modeled by branching bisimilarity.

**Theorem 1.** Given a star-like interaction system \(\text{Sys}\) with exclusive communication. Let \(m\) denote the central component. If for all distinct pairs \(i, j \in K \setminus \{m\}\) holds

\[
\text{Sys}\{m, i\} \setminus \hat{I}_{m,i} \otimes \text{Sys}\{j\} \approx_b \text{Sys}\{m\} \setminus \hat{I}_{m,i} \otimes \text{Sys}\{j\}
\]

with \(\hat{I}_{m,i} := \{\alpha \in \text{Int}\{m, i\} \mid \alpha \notin \text{Int}\{m\}\} \cup \exists \alpha' \in \text{Int}\{m, i\} : \alpha \subset \alpha'\) and \(\langle m, j \rangle := (I_{m,j}^+, I_{m,j}^-)\) in each case with \(I_{m,j}^+ := \text{Int}\{m, j\}\) and \(I_{m,j}^- := \{\alpha \in \text{Int}\{m\} \cup \text{Int}\{j\} \mid \alpha \notin \text{Int}\{m, j\}\}\) then it holds that

\[
\text{Sys} \setminus \hat{I} \approx_b \text{Sys}\{m, k\} \setminus \hat{I}
\]
with $\hat{I} := \bigcup_{i \in K \setminus \{m, k\}} \hat{I}_{m,i} = \{ \alpha \in \text{Int} \mid \alpha \not\in \text{Int}[\{m, k\}] \} \vee \exists \alpha' \in \text{Int} : \alpha \subset \alpha'$ and an arbitrary border component $k \in K \setminus \{m\}$.

Theorem 1 shows that the global behavior of a star-like interaction system $Sys$, which could be too large for a direct analysis, can be minimized if certain equivalences between subsystems hold. But, the minimization is only useful if properties of $Sys$ are preserved. Fortunately, branching bisimilarity preserves many properties [2]. The following corollary provides this preservation for the minimization.

**Corollary 1.** Given a star-like interaction system $Sys$ with exclusive communication and a property expressed as a CTL*-X formula $\phi$. Let $m$ denote the central component of $Sys$ and $k$ one of the border components.

If Theorem 1 holds for $Sys$, i.e., $\left[ Sys \setminus \hat{I} \right] \approx_b \left[ Sys[\{m, k\}] \setminus \hat{I} \right]$ with $\hat{I} := \{ \alpha \in \text{Int} \mid \alpha \not\in \text{Int}[\{m, k\}] \} \vee \exists \alpha' \in \text{Int} : \alpha \subset \alpha'$, and if no interaction in which a border component but component $k$ participates is used as an atomic proposition in $\phi$, i.e., $AP(\phi) \subseteq (\text{Int} \setminus \hat{I}) \cup \{\bot\}$, then the satisfiability of $\phi$ in $Sys$ is implied by the satisfiability of $\phi$ in $Sys[\{m, k\}]$, i.e., $Sys[\{m, k\}] \models \phi \Rightarrow Sys \models \phi$.

**Completing the Example in Section 3** We want to verify the deadlock-freedom of the MMS by verifying whether the CTL*-X formula $\phi = AG EF \text{true}$ holds. We apply Theorem 1, and since it holds and $Sys[\{m, k\}]$ satisfies $\phi$, the system is deadlock free.

**5 Future Work**

If the premises of Theorem 1 do not hold for all border components, a smaller system could be obtained by only considering a subsystem which satisfies the theorem. Additionally, special protocols which represent small parts of a component’s behavior could be used to further simplify the checks. Other architectures are also under consideration.

**References**

Using CSP for Software Verification

Moritz Kleine

Technische Universität Berlin
Institute for Software Engineering and Theoretical Computer Science
Berlin, Germany
mkleine@cs.tu-berlin.de

Abstract. In this paper, we present our approach to verifying software by synthesizing a CSP model from its compiler intermediate representation. This allows us to reason about the implementations of concurrent programs on the CSP level and to reuse existing CSP tools. The correspondence of an implementation to its CSP-based specification can be established by proving that the synthesized CSP model is a refinement of the specification. The main contribution of this work is a new source-language-independent semi-automated approach to verifying concurrent software.

1 Introduction

This research addresses the problem of building usable software verification systems for concurrent systems implemented in a general-purpose programming language. One problem in this field is developing efficient tools and integrated tool chains supporting software verification. Additionally, still an active field of research is the development of specification languages that are suitable for software verification, e.g. Spec# [1], KeY-C [12] and VCC [2]. To facilitate the verification of concurrent programs, we propose an approach that builds on the automated synthesis of a low-level CSP model from the compiler intermediate representation (IR) of their implementation-level description. Our work explores several ways of building the low-level model, which formalizes the IR of the program and outlines different ways of exploiting the low-level model for software verification.

1.1 Brief Introduction to CSP

Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) is a process calculus developed in the early 1980s [4]. It is capable of specifying and verifying reactive and concurrent systems, where the modeling of communication plays a key role. CSP is equipped with a rich set of process operators for defining possibly infinite transition systems by, for example, prefixing \( (a \rightarrow P) \), sequential composition \( (P_1; P_2) \), hiding \( (P\backslash A) \) and parallel composition \( (P_1 || A) P_2 \). The semantics of CSP processes can be given in different ways. The most popular semantics are trace semantics, failure semantics and failure-divergence semantics [13]. All these
semantics are supported by the automatic refinement checker FDR2 [4], which is one of the tools we use for verification purposes.

CSP\textsubscript{M} is a machine-readable version of CSP that has been developed as the input language for the FDR2 tool. CSP\textsubscript{M} extends CSP by a small but powerful functional language, which offers constructs such as lambda and let expressions and supports advanced concepts like pattern matching and currying. The language provides a number of predefined data types, e.g. booleans, integers, sequences and sets, and also allows user-defined data types. The global event set is defined by the set of typed channel declarations of a CSP\textsubscript{M} script.

CSP\textsubscript{M} is now the de facto standard of machine-readable CSP. Besides FDR2, the model checker and animator ProB [10] supports CSP\textsubscript{M}, so CSP\textsubscript{M} models can also be explored by animation and verified by LTL model checking.

1.2 Brief Introduction to LLVM

The Low Level Virtual Machine (LLVM) compiler infrastructure provides a modular framework that can be easily extended by user-defined compilation passes. It also offers a diverse set of predefined analyses and optimizations that can be used out of the box. This makes LLVM a great platform for the development of source code transformation and analysis tools. The heart of the compiler infrastructure project is its intermediate representation (IR). It is a typed assembler-like language [9], which is used internally as the basis for compiler optimizations. The LLVM framework provides gcc-based frontends for a variety of programming languages.

2 Synthesizing a Low-Level CSP Model

In [8], we sketched how to synthesize a low-level CSP model from the LLVM IR of a concurrent program. The idea underlying this approach is depicted in Fig. 1. Instead of following the classical approach of refining specifications semi-automatically down to executable code, we propose that the software engineering process begin with the development of a high-level specification in some CSP-based formalism, on the top level and that the refinement chain be cut at a level that still abstracts from implementation details. On the top level, either a CSP\textsubscript{M} specification or a specification in an arbitrary CSP-based formalism for which a transformation into CSP\textsubscript{M} exists, is required. It is then the programmer’s job to produce efficient and robust code \(^1\) – symbolized by arrow (1). Unlike code obtained using automatic code generators, our approach makes it more feasible to create high-performance code that meets the application’s needs in terms of memory and power consumption. This procedure induces a semantic gap between the high-level specification and the final implementation, which we bridge by generating another CSP model. This model is semi-automatically

\(^1\) Robust code is commonly understood to be not only free of bugs but also well structured, human-readable and adhere to a given set of coding guidelines so that the code is easy to maintain and extend.
obtained from the LLVM IR, which is created during the compilation process with an LLVM-based compiler, symbolized by arrows (3) and (2), respectively. Fig. 1 also relates the generated CSP\textsubscript{M} model to the high-level specification by arrow (4), which stands for a refinement proof. This is necessary to prove that the implementation meets its specification. Steps (3) and (4) can be used to investigate the implementation from different points of view. Especially if independent aspects have to be met by the implementation, they should be explored separately. This reduces the size of the low-level model, which is desirable for analysis by refinement and model checking.

The low-level CSP\textsubscript{M} model contains not only processes, types and channels that are generated from the LLVM IR of a program but also two predefined parts which model platform- and domain-specific parts of the system under investigation. The platform-specific part comprises the environment model and hardware details, while the domain-specific part encompasses aspects that are common to a domain of applications, e.g. system startup and scheduling, which are provided as foundation libraries that the program builds on. These two parts are mostly manually modeled but are parameterized so that they can be reused by all applications of the domain they have been designed for. Examples of such parameters are typing information for the channels and the set of thread identifiers. The third part is the application-specific one, which describes the behavior of the threads of a multithreaded program with respect to a set of given variable names, function calls and annotations\textsuperscript{2}. We are currently implementing an LLVM tool that realizes the automated part of the synthesis process (arrow (3)). This tool was used to create the low-level model of the scheduler of the BOSS operating system pico-kernel, which we presented in [7].

3 Design of the Low-Level CSP Model

As discussed in the previous section, the low-level CSP model is divided into three distinct parts. The domain- and platform-specific parts are manually mod-

\textsuperscript{2} Annotations can be realized using so-called ghost method and ghost variables. A ghost method is a method that modifies ghost variables only, while a ghost variable is a variable that is used for verification purposes only. Ghost code is commonly compiled into the IR for verification purposes but is not part of the final binary.
channel read1, write1, read2, write2, read3, read4, write3, write4 : {0,1}
V1 = let V1'(v) = read1!v -> V1'(v) [] write1?x -> V1'(x)
   within read1?x -> V1 [] write1?x -> V1'(x)
V2 = V1[[read1 <- read2, write1 <- write2]]
V3 = V1[[read1 <- read3, write1 <- write3]]
V4 = V1[[read1 <- read4, write1 <- write4]]
WithHeap(P) = (P) [{|{read1, write1, ..}|}] (V1 ||| V2 ||| V3 ||| V4)

Fig. 2. CSP_M model of the heap.

eled but are parameterized. The parameters and the application-specific part are synthesized from the LLVM IR of the program under consideration. Since we aim to use FDR2 for establishing the formal refinement relation between the specification and the low-level model, all models must be designed as efficiently as possible. The FDR2 manual contains a couple of rules that have to be taken into account when creating a CSP_M model to achieve the best performance with FDR2. Fig. 2 shows an efficient example of modeling a memory that stores four bit fields, constructed of parallel processes (V1, ..., V4) that model a single variable each. These four processes are structurally equal, so just one of them is modeled manually (V1), the others being derived from it by renaming 3. This model of a memory is a process, which is synchronized with the application specific part later on using the function (WithHeap). We use this concept to model the heap and the stacks of the threads. The process allows us to read an arbitrary value from uninitialized memory cells.

Our approach makes strong use of abstraction to reduce the size of the resulting low-level model in terms of reachable states. This includes abstracting the ranges of data types and abstracting away regions of code that do not transitively influence any of a given set of variables to be included in the low-level model. If, for example, concurrent accesses to a shared counter variable have to be proved race-condition-free, it is sufficient to build the model from the accesses to this shared counter and the locks protecting it.

The expressiveness of CSP_M imposes a limiting factor to formalizing the semantics of LLVM IR. We therefore restrict ourselves to modeling facilities that are available in CSP_M. Our approach currently supports functions, function calls, conditional and unconditional branching as well as integer arithmetic. It builds on a memory model that supports integers, arrays and uninitialized values. Depending on the properties to be proved on the models, we also use the concept of error codes to detect such sources of unwanted behavior or to signal situations that were introduced by abstractions during synthesis of the model. An error code is a fresh event $a \not\in \Sigma$ and is always used in the pattern $a \rightarrow \text{STOP}$. In [8], we use this concept to detect integer overflow that was introduced by abstraction and did not indicate a real error in the low-level model. A method on the LLVM

3. One of the rules mentioned before is, for example, that renaming is to be used in preference to the parameterizing of a process definition.
IR level is translated into a $\text{CSP}_M$ function that returns sequential processes, each modeling a single IR operation. These application-specific processes end up in a domain-specific process modeling the continuation of the application, possibly including a thread switch. Further details of the application-, domain- and platform-specific models are given in [8].

4 Analyzing the Low-Level Model

The low-level CSP model can then be either proved (or disproved) to be a refinement of its specification using the refinement checker FDR2 or animated and analyzed with the LTL model checker ProB. In [11, prop. 6], Leuschel et. al. state that the satisfaction of LTL formulas, which are limited to properties on traces, is preserved by failures refinement for finitely branching processes. Thus if one manages to generate a low-level model from the implementation level description, which is finitely-branching and a failures refinement of its specification, an LTL formula that has been proved to hold on the specification also holds on the low-level model. In this section, we clarify some issues that arise in the context of CSP refinement and LTL model checking of CSP specifications. ProB supports an LTL dialect that supports the formulation of properties on traces and refusals of processes. In addition to the temporal operators $G$, $F$, $X$, $U$ and the logical connectives conjunction, disjunction and implication, ProB supports the $e$ operator for this purpose. The expression $e(a)$ checks if the event $a$ is enabled in the current state, for example. Prop. 6 does not extend to these kind of LTL properties, as demonstrated by the following example:

$$P = a \rightarrow P \sqcap b \rightarrow P \quad Q = a \rightarrow Q \sqcap b \rightarrow Q$$

$$\phi = G((e(a) \Rightarrow \neg e(b))) \land (e(b) \Rightarrow \neg e(a))$$

$Q$ is a failures refinement of $P$, $\phi$ holds on $P$ but does not hold on $Q$. It follows that only a subset of LTL supported by ProB can be used as long as satisfaction of LTL formulas is needed. The proof of Prop. 6 neither refers to the situation of two processes that are deadlock-free nor to specific sets of refusals except the set of all events. Thus, the only interesting situation is the one of a deadlocking state. Trace refinement with the additional requirement that the two processes are deadlock-free does preserve satisfaction of LTL formulas. Since we do not wish to limit ourselves to deadlock-free specifications, we define the notion of LTL satisfaction preserving refinement which is trace refinement and whenever a trace of the implementation cannot be extended further (it deadlocks), the same trace of the specification cannot be extended in the specification either. We plan to implement this kind of refinement as a variant of the existing trace and failure refinement checking procedures of the FDR2 tool. Another option that we are considering is switching from $\text{CSP}_M$ to $\text{CSP} \#$ and implementing this refinement as an extension of the PAT [14] toolkit.
5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we presented a CSP-based methodology for verifying the implementations of concurrent systems. Verifying such a system requires both its abstract CSP-based specification and the LLVM IR of its implementation. Our methodology determines how significant parts of a low-level model can be synthesized from the LLVM IR of the implementation and it requires that the low-level model be a refinement of the specification. Our approach enables us to use state-of-the-art CSP tools such as FDR2 and ProB for the automated verification of concurrent programs written in a high-level programming language supported by the LLVM system. In this respect, it is source-language independent.

Instead of outputting a CSP$_M$ script for animation, model and refinement checking, we plan to output Isabelle/HOL code, e.g. for the CSP-Prover theory [6]. Targeting an Isabelle/HOL theory would enable us to use a much more powerful type system than that of CSP$_M$. Additionally, it would eliminate the need to justify the abstractions introduced when reducing the ranges of the types so that model and refinement checking can be applied to the CSP$_M$ model. To retain the automated nature of our approach, future work will also need to develop abstractions to keep the low-level models of a reasonable size as our use cases grow in code size.
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1 Introduction

In the analysis of realistic systems, one has to cope with different and heterogeneous dimensions that have to be modelled and ideally automatically verified. Real-world systems, e.g., the European Train Control System (ETCS) [1], are determined by process and communication aspects, by rich data structures, and by real-time behaviour. In [2] the ETCS system is modelled using the combined specification language CSP-OZ-DC (COD), which is designed to deal with these system dimensions; a verification approach for COD against Duration Calculus (DC) [3] formulae is provided. But unfortunately, realistic systems are most often too complex to be verifyable fully automatically. So, further decomposition methods are necessary. [2] provides an intuitive manual decomposition that splits the system and a global safety property according to an abstract behavioural protocol. It divides the system runs into several phases (e.g., braking phase, running phase, etc.) with local properties (defined as DC formulae) that hold during these phases. Once the desired property’s correctness for such a protocol is established, one only has to verify that the local properties are fulfilled by the system model to guarantee correctness of the global property.

The aim of this conceptual work is to generalise this approach. We extend the specification language CSP [4] by data constraints and undefined processes and show that it is suited to specify those protocols. We introduce a sequent-style calculus over this CSP extension that allows for establishing desired properties under local real-time assumptions. All concrete specifications that are instantiations of abstract protocols and for that the local assumptions are valid automatically inherit the desired properties. With a simple proof rule (that we do not present here) it is possible to show efficiently that a concrete specification is such an instantiation. The correctness of the local assumptions can be shown using established methods for the assumptions’ logic. This integration of an operational language to describe protocols and a declarative (real-time) language to describe local properties of a system to simplify verification of large systems distinguishes our approach from standard refinement/implementation approaches, e.g., CSP refinement [5] or data refinement for Z [6]. Hence, we call this combination of abstract protocol and local assumptions Verification Architecture.

We summarise our contributions: (1) We provide a new conceptional approach on how to use design patterns, called Verification Architectures (VA),
as a decomposition technique to enable verification of large systems. (2) We introduce a CSP dialect with data, undefined process parts, and local real-time assumptions for the specification of VAs. (3) A new sequent-style calculus over this CSP dialect allows for the verification of desired properties of those VAs. (4) Using a train control system motivated by the ETCS similar to the example from [2], we provide evidence that our method enables the automatic verification of a system that is too large to be verified without decomposition techniques.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 explains our approach formally. We introduce the CSP extension and, exemplary, some sequent calculus proof rules in Sect. 3. Section 4 concludes with experimental results and related work.

2 General Approach

Let $va(p)$ be an abstract behavioural protocol depending on a vector of parameters $p$. We will use CSP processes with data for the specification of those protocols. Additionally, we consider assumptions $asm_1(p), \ldots, asm_n(p)$ over $va$ that also depend on the parameters – here the assumptions are dense real-time properties that are given as DC formulae. Our aim is to show that a global safety property $safe(p)$ is valid for every possible model that is an instantiation of the abstract protocol $va$ with assumptions $asm_1(p), \ldots, asm_n(p)$.

To apply our approach, we have to show in a first step that the architecture together with the assumptions is correct for all possible parameter valuations:

$$\left( \forall p \cdot va(p) \land \bigwedge_{i=1,\ldots,n} asm_i(p) \right) \models safe(p)$$

This verification task to verify the correctness of the abstract parametric model $va$ is for realistic systems not necessarily easy (in general, it cannot be done by model checking) and we will provide proof rules for the verification. But once it is verified, this result is reusable as all instantiations of this architecture inherit the correctness property automatically. We only have to show that it is an instantiation of the abstract CSP protocol and that the local assumptions $asm_1, \ldots, asm_n$ are valid, which is due to their locality easier than to verify the global property $safe$ directly. To be more concrete, we consider an instantiation $cod_C(p)$ of the abstract protocol $va$, where $p$ represents an instantiation of the parameters. As specification formalism, we use the parametric, combined specification language CSP-OZ-DC (COD) [7,8,2], since it is in line with the focused system class of complex, heterogeneous real-time systems. We now apply the result of the architecture’s correctness from (1) to conclude the correctness of the concrete model $cod_C$. Firstly, we have to show that every trace of $cod_C$ from the trace set $[cod_C]$, is also a trace of $va$, i.e., $[cod_C] \subseteq [va]$. This relation can be shown syntactically for a specific class of instantiations. Thus, it is easy to verify. Secondly, we have to show that the assumptions are valid for the concrete specification:

$$cod_C(p) \Rightarrow \bigwedge_{i=1,\ldots,n} asm_i(p)$$

(2)
This can be done by applying existing model checking techniques [2] for COD and DC. With this, our approach yields that the desired safety property is valid for the concrete model. We argue that this proposition is correct. From (1) we can conclude (3), due to $[\text{cod}_C] \subseteq [\text{va}]$ it then follows (4), and with (2) we get the desired property $\text{cod}_C(p_0) \models \text{safe}(p_0)$.

\[ va(p_0) \land \bigwedge_{i=1,\ldots,n} \text{asm}_i(p_0) \models \text{safe}(p_0). \]  

(3)

\[ \text{cod}_C(p_0) \land \bigwedge_{i=1,\ldots,n} \text{asm}_i(p_0) \models \text{safe}(p_0) \]  

(4)

We summarise that if a correct Verification Architecture is given, we only have to show that, firstly, a model is actually a concrete instantiation of the VAs abstract protocol and, secondly, the model fulfils the architecture’s assumptions. Then we can conclude the correctness of the entire model.

## 3 Sequent Calculus for CSP Processes with Data

In this section, we give a short idea of our CSP extension and its embedding into the dynamic logic dCSP that allows for specifying and verifying VAs.

To be able to specify VAs, we need a high degree of freedom to handle general patterns of parametric systems with data. To this end, we introduce an extension to CSP with data constraints to define state changes and a new construct, so-called undefined processes. Undefined processes are special processes that allow the occurrence of arbitrary events except for events from a fixed alphabet and arbitrary changes of variables except for variables from a fixed set. Undefined processes can terminate and may be restricted by constraints from an arbitrary logic (at least, if this logic has the same semantical domain as CSP with data). On the level of CSP, these constraints are handled as black boxes that restrict the possible behaviour of a process.

**Definition 1.** The syntax of CSP processes with data and undefined processes over a set of events $\text{Events}$, variables $\text{Var}$, and formulae $\text{Form}_\Sigma$ is given by

\[ P ::= \text{Stop} \mid \text{Skip} \mid (a \bullet \varphi) \rightarrow P \mid P_1 \parallel P_2 \mid P_1 || P_2 \mid P_1 \upharpoonright A P_2 \mid P_1 \parallel A P_2 \mid X \mid (\text{Proc}_{A, V \cdot \text{ext}} F) \mid (\text{Proc}_{A, V \cdot \text{ext}} F) \]

where $a \in \text{Events}$, $A \subseteq \text{Events}$, $V \subseteq \text{Var}$, $\varphi \in \text{Form}_\Sigma$, and $F$ is a constraint in an external logic $\text{ext}$.

In this definition, a difference to the standard CSP definition is that we have constrained occurrences of events $a \bullet \varphi$. As formulae we consider many-sorted first order formulae with predicates and function symbols from a signature $\Sigma = (\text{Sort}, \text{Func}, \text{Var}, \text{Par})$ with primed and unprimed variables $\text{Var}$, parameters $\text{Par}$, and functions $\text{Func}$ with sorts from $\text{Sort}$. The intuition is that when the event $a$ occurs the state space is changed according to the constraint $\varphi$.
where unprimed variables in $\varphi$ refer to the variable valuations before the occurrence of $a$ and primed variables to the valuations after $a$. The intuition behind an undefined process like $\langle \text{Proc}_{\{a,b\},\{v\}} \otimes_{\text{DC}} F \rangle$ is that during the execution of the process arbitrary behaviour is allowed provided that the DC formula $F$ is not violated. The events $a$ and $b$ are forbidden and the variable $v$ cannot be changed in this execution. An undefined process marked with the $\infty$ symbol $\text{Proc}^\infty$ will never terminate.

We embedded CSP into dynamic logic [9] to reason about CSP processes with data and undefined processes. The idea of this dynamic logic extension dCSP is to use CSP processes with data and undefined processes instead of programs within the box operator $[{}\cdot{}]$ and the diamond operator $\langle {}\cdot{} \rangle$. The dynamic logic operator $[P]\Box \varphi$ expresses that on all runs of the CSP process always $\varphi$ holds, whereas $[P]\delta$ states that after every run $\delta$ is true. Analogously, $\langle P \rangle \Diamond \varphi$ is used to express that there is at least one run where eventually $\varphi$ holds.

To prove validity of dCSP formulae, we define a set of verification rules in a sequent-style proof calculus. Given finite sets of formulae $\Delta$ and $\Gamma$, a sequent $\Delta \vdash \Gamma$ is an abbreviation for the formula $\bigwedge_{\varphi \in \Delta} \varphi \Rightarrow \bigvee_{\psi \in \Gamma} \psi$. Our sequent calculus consists of rule schemata of the shape $\frac{\varphi_1, \ldots, \varphi_n}{\Delta, \varphi_1, \ldots, \varphi_n, \Gamma}$ that can be instantiated with arbitrary contexts, i.e., for every $\Delta$ and $\Gamma$ the rule $\frac{\Delta, \varphi_1, \ldots, \varphi_n, \Gamma}{\Delta, \varphi_1, \ldots, \varphi_n, \Gamma'}$ is part of the calculus. As usual, formulae above the line are premises and the formula below the line the consequence: if the premises (and possibly some side-conditions) are true then the consequence also holds.

Figure 1 gives some example proof rules. The rule in (5) reduces a CSP prefix expression: to prove that $\Box \varphi$ holds for $a \rightarrow P$ we have to show that during execution of $a$ $\Box \varphi$ holds and that after the occurrence of $a$ during every run of $P$ also $\Box \varphi$ holds. The following rule (6) reduces a single occurrence of an event $a$ in a process $a \rightarrow \text{Skip}$. The idea is to symbolically execute the data change as defined in the constraint $\psi$ of event $a$: after an execution of the data change in $\psi$ the post-state of a variable $v$ given by $v'$ need to coincide with the pre-state of this variable in $\delta$. Hence, to show that after every execution of $a \rightarrow \text{Skip}$ the dCSP formula $\delta$ holds, we show that the constraint $\psi$, where every primed variable $v'$ is replaced by a fresh variable $v_0$, implies $\delta_{\psi_0}$, i.e., $\delta$, where every $v$ replaced by $v_0$. Rule (7) demonstrates how undefined processes with assumptions are handled. To show that on every run of a process $\langle \text{Proc}_{\{a,v\}} \otimes_{\text{ext}} F \rangle$ the dCSP formula $\delta$ is valid, we need to show that a new constraint $\overline{\delta}$ is valid in the logic of $F$ and that in our sequent calculus, $\overline{\delta}$ implies $\delta$. If $F$ is a DC formula then we may show $\overline{\delta}$ with existing proof methods for DC [2]. By this means, our approach flexibly integrates arbitrary timed logics to formulate assumptions on undefined processes.

![Figure 1](image-url)
\[ A = \{ \text{check, fail, pass, extend} \}, \ C = \{ RD, CT \} \]

\[ \text{System} \overset{\varepsilon}{=} \text{FAR} \cap \text{check} \cdot \varphi_{\text{check}} \rightarrow \]
\[ \text{fail} \cdot \varphi_{\text{fail}} \rightarrow \text{REC} \]
\[ \square \text{pass} \cdot \varphi_{\text{pass}} \rightarrow \text{System} \]
\[ \square \text{extend} \cdot \varphi_{\text{extend}} \rightarrow \text{System} \]

\[ \varphi_{\text{check}} = \Xi(sf) \land sf \leq RD \land ok' = \text{false} \]
\[ \lor \Xi(sf) \land sf > RD \land ok' = \text{true} \]
\[ \varphi_{\text{fail}} = \Xi(sf) \land ok = \text{false} \]
\[ \varphi_{\text{pass}} = \Xi(sf) \land ok = \text{true} \]

\[ \varphi_{\text{extend}} = sf' > sf \]

\[ \text{FAR} \overset{\varepsilon}{=} \text{Proc}_{A, C} \bullet F_{\text{FAR}} \]
\[ \text{REC} \overset{\varepsilon}{=} \text{Proc}_{A, C} \bullet F_{\text{REC}} \]

\[ F_{\text{FAR}} = \neg \forall (sf > RD) \land \ell < CT \land [sf < 0] \]
\[ F_{\text{REC}} = \neg \forall (sf > 0) \land [sf \leq 0] \]

Fig. 2. VA for a small Train Control System

4 Conclusion

Experimental Results. To validate our approach, we verified an architecture for the small example Train Control System in Fig. 2 motivated by the ETCS [1]. We were able to prove the desired safety property \( sf > RD \vdash [\text{System} \square sf > 0 \]
using the presented sequent calculus. To apply rules like rule (7), we made use of automatic DC verification methods [2,10]. In a second step, we proved the correctness of a concrete instantiation of the VA from Fig. 2. This instantiation were given as a COD model, for that direct verification was not possible (timeout after 80h) due to its complexity with 19 real-valued variables, over 300 locations, and 17000 transitions. But as the model is an instantiation of the VA, which can be syntactically checked with a simple refinement rule, we only needed to verify the local DC formulae \( F_{\text{FAR}} \) and \( F_{\text{REC}} \) (Fig. 2) to conclude the safety of the entire system. This was done automatically with the PEA toolkit [10] in 7h (\( F_{\text{FAR}} \)) and 4m (\( F_{\text{REC}} \)), respectively.

Related work. Our work is inspired by [11], where a fixed DC design pattern for cooperating traffic agents is introduced. Other approaches to combine CSP with data and real-time are, e.g., [7] and [12]. The former, which we also make use of in this work, is not appropriate for a proof-rule base approach because of the more complex combination that integrates CSP, DC, and OZ [13] in an object-oriented class structure. The latter likewise integrates CSP within Z constructs. Further combinations of CSP, OZ, and a real-time language are TCOZ [14] and RT-Z [15]. There is a lot of work in compositional methods for real-time systems: [16,17] introduce a sequent calculus to verify temporal properties for hybrid systems; they also examine fragments of the ETCS as case study. Compositional techniques for the verification of operationally specified real-time systems like timed automata can be found, e.g., in [18,19]. A general view on formalisation techniques for design patterns gives [20], but there, verification of real-time systems is not considered. A related approach using design patterns for a high-level real-time language is [21]: timed automata patterns for a fixed set of timing constraints are given and formally linked to TCOZ.

This is work in progress: We defined CSP with data and undefined processes, the embedding into dynamic logic, and a set of proof rules. Furthermore, the refinement rule for the instantiation of VAs with concrete COD specifications is proven correct. A proof for the correctness of the calculus is not finished yet. We
have tool support [10] for checking local DC assumptions. Tool support for our sequent calculus and the refinement rule is future work. But experiments with examples from the railway domain and automatic verification of the most time-consuming parts (checking DC assumptions) show the success of our method.
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1 Introduction

Problem Statement Increasingly, software systems are subjected to adaptation at run-time due to changes in the operational environments and user requirements. Adaptation is classified into two broad categories: structural adaptation and behavioral adaptation. While structural adaptation aims to adapt system behavior by changing system’s architecture, the behavioral adaptation focuses on modifying the functionalities of the computational entities.

There are several challenges to developing self-adaptive systems. Due to the fact that self-adaptive systems are often complex systems with greater degree of autonomy, it is more difficult to ensure that a self-adaptive system behaves correctly. Hence, one of the main concerns to developing self-adaptive systems is providing mechanisms to trust whether the system is operating correctly where formal methods can play a key role. Formal verification of adaptive systems is a young research area [1]. Existing formal methods for analysis of adaptive systems mostly use transition systems and petri nets which are at the low levels of abstraction (see e.g. [2,3,4,5]). So, offering new models to develop self-adaptive systems that provide us formal verification techniques with a high level of abstraction is of a great interest to us.

flexibility is another main concern to achieve adaptation in software systems. Since, hard-coded mechanisms make tuning and adapting of long-run systems complicated, so we need methods for developing adaptive systems that provide a high degree of flexibility. Recently, the use of policies has been given attention as a rich and abstract mechanism to achieve flexibility in the self-managing systems. Although, policies have been used as the adaptation logic for structural adaptation (see e.g. [6,7]) however, fewer work employ policies as a mechanism for behavioral adaptation of self-adaptive software systems. Moreover, structural adaptation has been given strong attention in the research community (see [8]), but fewer approaches tackle behavioral adaptation. Thus, we require new methods to develop systems that provide us behavioral adaptation as well as structural adaptation.

Thesis Statement: The goal of this research is to propose a flexible model, called PobSAM(Policy-based Self-Adaptive Model) [9], for developing, specifying and verifying self-adaptive systems that uses policies as the principal paradigm to
govern and adapt the system behavior. This model can support both behavioral and structural adaptations. PobSAM has a formal foundation that employs an integration of algebraic formalisms and actor-based models. The computational (functional) model of PobSAM is based on actor-based models while an algebraic approach is proposed to specify the policies of manager agents. In this work, we will present verification techniques to analyze PobSAM models compositionally. PobSAM can be used as a general model to develop self-adaptive systems. Hence, we will also present an approach to monitor an adaptive software developed by PobSAM at runtime and verify it against the desired properties.

2 Approach

In this research, we propose a flexible formal model called PobSAM, to develop, specify and verify self-adaptive systems. PobSAM uses policies as the main mechanism to adapt and govern system behavior. This section introduces this model in brief.

2.1 PobSAM Model

A PobSAM model is composed of a set of Self-Managed Modules (SMMs). An SMM is a set of agents which can manage their behavior autonomously according to the predefined policies. PobSAM supports interactions of an SMM with the other SMMs in the model. To this aim, each SMM provides well-defined interfaces for interaction with other SMMs. An SMM structure can be conceptualized as the composition of three kinds of entities including:

- **Managed Actors.** Managed Actors are computational actors which are dedicated to the functional behavior of an SMM. The encapsulation of state and computation, and the asynchronous communication make actors a natural way to model distributed systems. Therefore, we use an actor-based model to specify the computational environment of a self-adaptive system. To this aim, an extension of an actor-based language named Rebeca [10] is used.

- **Views.** Views provide a view or an abstraction of the actors' state for the managers. A view variable could be the actual state variable, or a function or a predicate applied to the state variables of actors. Views enable managers not to be concerned about the internal behavior of actors and they provide an abstraction of the actor’s state for the managers.

- **Autonomous Managers.** Autonomous manager agents are responsible for managing module behavior according to the predefined policies. A manager can operate in different configurations. Each configuration consists of two classes of policies: governing policies and adaptation policies. The managers use governing policies to direct the behavior of actors by sending messages to them. Adaptation policies are used to switch between different configurations. The simple configuration $C$ is defined as $C \triangleq (P, A)$ where $P$ and $A$ indicate the governing policy set and the adaptation policy of $C$ respectively.
2.2 Policy Specification Language

In this section, we present an algebra to specify the governing and adaptation policies.

**Governing Policies** Whenever a manager receives an event, it identifies all the policies that are triggered by that event. For each of these policies, if the policy condition evaluates to true, its action part is requested to execute by instructing the relevant actors to perform actions through sending asynchronous messages. We express governing policies using a simple algebra as follows, in which $P$ and $Q$ indicate arbitrary policy sets:

$$P, Q \overset{\text{def}}{=} P \cup Q \mid P - Q \mid P \cap Q \mid \{p\} \mid \emptyset$$

A simple action policy $p = [o, \varepsilon, \psi, \alpha]$ consists of the priority $o$, event $\varepsilon$, optional condition $\psi$ and action $\alpha$. Actions can be composite or simple. A simple action is in form of $r.\ell(v)$ which denotes message $\ell(v)$ is sent to the actor $r$. Composite actions are created by composing simple actions using sequential composition($\alpha; \beta$), parallel composition($\alpha \parallel \beta$), non-deterministic choice($+$) and conditional choice ($[\omega?\alpha : \beta]$) operators as follows:

$$\alpha, \beta \overset{\text{def}}{=} \alpha; \beta \mid \alpha \parallel \beta \mid \alpha + \beta \mid [\omega?\alpha : \beta] \mid r.\ell(v)$$

**Adaptation Policies** Whenever an event requiring adaptation occurs, relevant managers in different SMMs are informed. However, adaptation cannot be done immediately and when the system reaches a safe state, the manager switches to the new configuration. Therefore, we introduce a new mode of operation named adaptation mode in which a manager agent runs before switching to the next configuration. There are two kinds of adaptations called loose adaptation and strict adaptation. Under loose adaptation, the manager enforces old policies while in the strict adaptation mode all events will be ignored until the system passes the adaptation mode and reaches a safe state. Adaptation policies are defined using an algebraic language as follows:

$$A \overset{\text{def}}{=} [D]_{\delta, \gamma, \lambda, \theta} \mid A \oplus A$$

Adaptation policies of a manager is defined as the composition of simple adaptation policies by $\oplus$ operator. Composition of two policies means that those policies are potential to be triggered. The simple adaptation policy $[D]_{\delta, \gamma, \lambda, \theta}$, specifies when the triggering condition $\delta$ holds and there is no other adaptation policy with the higher priority, the manager evolves to the strict or loose adaptation modes based on the value of $\lambda$. When the condition of applying adaptation $\gamma$ yields, adaptation is performed. $D$ is an arbitrary configuration defined as follows where $[\omega? D : E]$ and $D \boxdot E$ represent conditional and non-deterministic choices respectively and $C$ is a simple configuration:

$$D, E \overset{\text{def}}{=} [\omega? D : E] \mid D \boxdot E \mid C \mid 0$$
2.3 Operational Semantics of PobSAM

The operational semantics of PobSAM is defined by the labeled transition systems. There are five classes of deduction rules in PobSAM including (1) the policy enforcement rules which are defined for a manager in the enforcement and loose adaptation modes to enforce governing policies, (2) the policy adaptation rules defined for dynamic adaptation of the manager’s policies in the loose and strict adaptation modes, (3) the rules that describe interactions between managers and views, (4) the view rules which reflect the changes of actor’s state to the views, and (5) the computation rules which model the functional layer of a PobSAM model.

3 Ongoing Work

Thus far, we proposed a formal model to specify and develop self-adaptive systems. Given the PobSAM model of a system, we can perform different kinds of analysis. We can check the correctness properties of the managers, the actors or both together.

Managers Analysis As stated above, PobSAM has decoupled the adaptation concerns from the functionality of the system. Thus, we can verify the managers independently from the actors provided that we would have a labeled transition system modeling views behavior. This can decrease the complexity of verification task to a great extent. We can perform different types of analysis on the managers which the two important types include:

- **Policy analysis** As policies direct and adapt the behavior of a policy-based self-adaptive system, thus it is required to understand and control the overall effect of policies on the system behavior. In other words, policies often interact with each other that can cause undesirable effects. To this aim, we classify and detect different kinds of conflicts which may exist between policies. We provide different temporal specification patterns to detect conflicts that enable us to automate conflict detection process.[11]
- **System stability checking** Adaptation can cause instability in the system, i.e. the adaptation by a manager may lead to another adaptation, which in turn leads to another, and so on. If this cycle continues without reaching a stable state, we say the system is in an unstable state. Verifying the stability of the system is an important property that must be checked. In a PobSAM model, we say a system is unstable when (1) there is a manager waiting for a safe state to switch to the new configuration, but the condition of applying adaptation does not become true and the manager stays waiting in the adaptation mode forever, or (2) there is a policy cycle among the adaptation policies, i.e. applying an adaptation policy causes triggering another adaptation policy and this continues in a cycle. It is noteworthy to mention that all the policy cycles are not unsuitable but some cycles may lead to the oscillation of the system.
Actors Analysis We are aimed at verification of the actors separately from the managers. To this end, we need to model the messages coming from the managers which are the consequence of enforcing governing policies. Rebeca allows us to verify the actors compositionally, however, it assumes that all the coming messages are present in all states. We believe that according to the definition of policies, we can improve the Rebeca compositional verification approach.

Implementation of PobSAM We implemented the managers of a PobSAM model in UPPAAL. Using UPPAAL, we can detect policy conflicts specified by LTL. Moreover, we implemented PobSAM in Maude. Features provided by Maude such as the strategy language and the reflective capabilities make it a suitable option to implement PobSAM.

4 Conclusion and Future Plans

To date, we have presented a flexible modular model for developing and verifying self-adaptive systems which has a formal foundation. PobSAM decouples the adaptation logic of the system from its business logic described at an abstract level using policies. The proposed model permits us to direct/adapt system behavior by enforcing/modifying policies without re-coding actors and managers; thereby it leads to the increase of the system flexibility and scalability. Our future plan includes extending PobSAM to support structural adaptation in addition to compositional and run-time verification of PobSAM models.

Extension with structural adaptation PobSAM can support both behavioral and structural adaptations and our future research will be concentrated on specifying and verifying structural adaptations. Structural adaptation of a PobSAM models is performed by removing/adding an SMM from/to the model or replacing an SMM by another one dynamically. Furthermore, we can allow actors to joint or leave an SMM dynamically. To this end, it is needed to extend adaptation policies to specify structural adaptation as well as behavioral adaptation. This work will be original in using both structural and behavioral adaptations which are directed by an identical mechanism, i.e. adaptation policies.

Compositional verification of the PobSAM models Compositionality is a desirable facility to reduce the complexity of verification process by decomposing a large system into more manageable pieces and proving the correctness of the whole system from that of its immediate components. We can verify a PobSAM model compositionally at four levels: (1) Compositional verification of the managers and actors layers: At present, we can verify the managers independently from the actors. (2) Compositional verification of the SMMs: Regarding the modular nature of the PobSAM models, we plan to present an approach to verify the generic properties of a PobSAM model by checking the properties of an SMM locally and compose the results to prove a property globally. (3) Compositional verification of a manager: A manager can run in different configurations with various goals. Thus, we attempt to verify a formal specification by dividing it
into a set of properties that must be preserved by the configurations. (4) Incremental verification of a manager: Thanks to the modularity of policies, we plan to verify a manager in a specific configuration incrementally.

**Run-time analysis** Due to the dynamic nature of self-adaptive systems, traditional verification methods applied at the requirement analysis and design stages of development must be enhanced with run-time assurance techniques [1]. Run-time verification is an attractive complement of static analysis. In this technique, software is monitored at run-time and an execution trace of the software is generated. Then, the conformance of that trace is verified against the formal specification. Runtime verification is of special interest to us as it enables us to detect and resolve policy conflicts at runtime. Furthermore, it allows us to adapt the system at run-time by choosing a suitable set of policies, which it may be impossible to be done statically.
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Abstract. Software retains most of the know-how required for its development. Because nowadays software can be easily cloned and spread worldwide, the risk of intellectual property infringement on a global scale is high. One of the most viable solutions to this problem is to endow software with a watermark. Good watermarks are required not only to state unambiguously the owner of a software, but also to be robust and pervasive. In this work we base robustness and pervasiveness on trace semantics. We point out loops as pervasive programming constructs and we introduce loop transformations as the basic block of pervasive watermarking schemes. We survey several loop transformations and classify them into three categories, according to their underlying principles. Then we exploit these principles to build some pervasive watermarking techniques. Robustness still remains a big and challenging open issue.

High quality software is the result of an intellectual effort. Plenty of users can benefit from the result, but only if some producers make the effort. Producers—not users—are entitled to choose a business model for software. Unfortunately software products, or programs for short, have some features that issue several challenges to this assumption.

1. It is extremely easy to clone programs and make thousands of illegal copies out of one legally purchased program.
2. Because of a more and more interconnected global network, it is easier and easier to exchange copies of a program.
3. Programs—unlike manufactured goods—mostly retain in themselves the know-how required for their development.
4. Inspecting the content of a program can be simple, especially if the program is expressed in widespread programming languages, like Java or .NET.
5. It is easy to transform a program and embed (part of) it into another program.

It is well understood that the interaction of these five points opens the door to piracy and copyright infringement on a global scale. Yet it is not clear how to tackle them. The first two points seem to be connected to the technological infrastructure we exploit nowadays for storing and exchanging programs. The third point is inherent to the very nature of software. The last point stems from
the fourth one, assuming that one cannot take advantage of what they cannot inspect. Therefore, to thwart piracy, we must try to make inspection unfeasible.

Encrypted program are difficult, if not impossible, to inspect. But they can be executed only in decrypted form. At runtime encryption thereby fails in protecting programs. Conversely, obfuscated programs do not stop being executable. In fact, obfuscation makes the control flow or the data structures of a program harder to analyze, but it preserves both functionality and executability [3]. So far, however, very few provable secure obfuscation schemes are known [10]. If a copyright infringement is likely to take place, watermarking can be of help in its detection. A watermark is additional information one embeds in a program to prove ownership [2]. A comment with a copyright notice is a first example of watermark. Unfortunately this kind of watermarks, being totally taken apart from functionality, are easy to distort or remove. A strong connection should exist between a watermark and the functionality of a program, so that you cannot damage one while preserving the other.

We can use sets of traces to detail the functionality of a program [4]. A program $P$ is a set of commands. Each command in $P$ is noted $\ell A_\ell$, where $\ell$ is a label, $A$ is an action and $\ell'$ is the label of the command to be executed next [5]. An action consists in testing or changing the value of some variables. As such actual values are stored in environments, commands provide a way to move from one environment to another. If $pAq$ is a command and $\rho$ is an environment, then $\langle \rho, pAq \rangle$ is a state. By writing two states $\langle \rho, pAq \rangle\langle \rho', rA'q' \rangle$ in sequence, we assert that $A$ turns $\rho$ into new environment $\rho'$ and $r = q$. A trace is a sequence of states. Only so-called initial states can appear at the beginning of a trace. The semantics of a program consists of all the traces starting with an initial state.

The fact that comments play no role in the determination of a trace accounts for the weakness of comments-based watermarks. Good watermarks should be pervasive. We claim here that the more a watermark is pervasive, the more should be the states that are affected by the watermark embedding. Furthermore, good watermarks should be robust. In our view, robustness is the inability of deriving the original semantics from the watermarked program. We claim that there is robustness if the watermark embedding entails a loss of information. Such information is called the key. Because of the loss, when you try to characterize the functionality of the watermarked program, you no longer get its semantics $S$, but an over-approximation of its semantics, i.e., a set of traces $T \supset S$. Traces in $T \setminus S$ are misleading, since they describe behaviors and properties that the watermarked program actually has not. For this reason, they thwart the recognition of the original functionality and, consequently, the detection of the watermark. The information that tells good traces from misleading ones is carried by the key. Also, the key enables the detection of the watermark within the good traces. Of course, the key should be held only by the producer of the program. If one tries to distort the watermark or remove it without knowing the key, they should obtain a new program whose functionality is different from the functionality of the original program.
1 For-loops

A good pervasive watermarking scheme is the dynamic path-based one [1], which takes advantage of branching constructs. Branching not only is ubiquitous in non-trivial programs, but it strongly affects evolution of traces. Also looping constructs can be of interest. A looping construct, or loop for short, consists of a boolean condition, called the guard, and a set of commands, called the body. The execution of a loop is arranged into iterations. An iteration consists of two steps: first the guard is established to be satisfied; then the body is executed once. The loop stops iterating as soon as the guard is not satisfied. A widely held rule of thumb is that a program spends 90% of its execution time in only 10% of the code [8]. This critical 10% of the code frequently consists of loops [7]. We thereby expect 90% of the states of a trace to be determined by commands involved in loops. On top of that, we also expect loop transformations to be the basic blocks for the design of pervasive watermarking schemes.

In the field of compilers, loop transformations especially target for-loops. A for-loop maintains a variable, called the index variable, that has a fixed initialization, and increases by a fixed amount only at the end of each iteration. The for-loop stops as soon as the variable goes beyond a fixed boundary. Formally, a for-loop is a set of commands \( P = \{ a F_b, b G_c, c H_d, d I_b, b G_e \} \), where \( G \) is the guard testing the index variable against the boundary, \( H \) is the body, and \( F \) and \( I \) respectively initializes and updates the index variable. An iteration of \( P \) is a trace of the form \( \langle \rho_1, b G_c, \rangle \langle \rho_2, c H_d, \rangle \langle \rho_3, d I_b, \rangle \), where \( \rho_i \) with \( i \in \mathbb{N} \) are environments and \( b G_e \) accounts for the satisfied guard. A full execution of \( P \) is a trace \( \sigma \) consisting of a state with command \( a F_b \), a sequence of iterations and finally a state with command \( b G_e \) accounting for the unsatisfied guard:

\[
\langle \rho_0, a F_b \rangle \langle \rho_1, b G_c \rangle \langle \rho_2, c H_d \rangle \langle \rho_3, d I_b \rangle \\
\langle \rho_4, b G_c \rangle \langle \rho_5, c H_d \rangle \langle \rho_6, d I_b \rangle \\
\ldots \\
\langle \rho_7, b G_c \rangle \langle \rho_8, c H_d \rangle \langle \rho_9, d I_b \rangle \langle \rho_{10}, b G_e \rangle .
\]

The semantics of \( P \) is the set of all traces whose first state has command \( a F_b \). It is straightforward to notice that by collecting all the commands along a trace we get a program \( P' \subseteq P [5] \). In particular, each iteration is abstracted to \( \{ b G_c, c H_d, d I_b \} \); hence all iterations collapse to the same set of commands.

Each value assumed by the index variable identifies an iteration of the for-loop. The set \( I \) of all such values is called iteration space and can be naturally represented on a line. We have a loop nest if the body of a for-loop is itself a for-loop. In such case we have two index variables and we identify iterations by using two values, collected in two-dimensional index vectors. Here iteration space \( I \) is the set of all index vectors and can be graphically represented as a two-dimensional polyhedron. In \( I \) an ordering is defined that reflects the order in which the iterations of the loop nest take place. We say that such ordering describes a traversal of \( I \).
2 A Taxonomy for Loop Transformations

The notions of iteration space and traversal account for the ease of predicting the behavior of a for-loop. This predictability is helpful in the design of transformations, because it usually makes clear which requirements and consequences a transformation has. It is no surprise, therefore, that more than ten for-loop transformations are known [9]. We propose to classify them into three categories.

The first category includes transformations that perform a remapping of the iteration space while preserving the total number of iterations. The simplest member is perhaps loop reversal, that inverts the order in which the iterations of the for-loop are performed. In the polyhedron representing the iteration space, this corresponds to flip the traversal by applying a reflection with respect to the center of the polyhedron. Among the transformations of this category, there are also loop interchange, loop tiling and loop skewing.

The second category includes a pair of loop transformations that preserve iteration spaces, but perturb bodies. In particular, loop fission takes two loops with the same iteration space and derives a new loop by merging their bodies together; loop distribution goes the other way round:

\[
\begin{align*}
\{ p_{F_{1}, q_{G_{1}}, H_{s}, d_{I_{1}}, b_{G_{p}}} & \} & \xrightarrow{\text{fission}} & \{ p_{F_{1}, q_{G_{1}}, H_{s}, d_{I_{1}}, b_{G_{p}}} & \} \\
\{ p_{F_{1}, q_{G_{1}}, H_{s}, d_{I_{1}}, b_{G_{p}}} & \} & \xrightarrow{\text{distribution}} & \{ p_{F_{1}, q_{G_{1}}, H_{s}, d_{I_{1}}, b_{G_{p}}} & \}
\end{align*}
\]

The third category includes transformations that, by changing the labels of some commands, partition the set of iterations into classes and allow only iterations in the same class to collapse together. Consider for instance loop peeling, which splits the first iteration out of the for-loop. Peeling turns (1) into:

\[
\langle \rho_{0}, a_{F_{1}} \rangle \langle \rho_{1}, p_{G_{1}} \rangle \langle \rho_{2}, q_{H_{2}} \rangle \langle \rho_{3}, r_{I_{2}} \rangle
\]
\[
\langle \rho_{4}, b_{G_{c}} \rangle \langle \rho_{5}, c_{H_{d}} \rangle \langle \rho_{6}, d_{I_{b}} \rangle
\]
\[
\ldots
\]
\[
\langle \rho_{7}, b_{G_{c}} \rangle \langle \rho_{8}, c_{H_{d}} \rangle \langle \rho_{9}, d_{I_{b}} \rangle \langle \rho_{10}, b_{G_{c}} \rangle.
\]

As a consequence, the iterations are partitioned into two classes: one class with the first iteration only and one class with all the others. If we abstract trace (2), we obtain \{ \rho_{0}, a_{F_{1}}, q_{H_{2}}, r_{I_{2}}, b_{G_{c}}, c_{H_{d}}, d_{I_{b}}, p_{G_{1}} \}, where \rho_{2}, q_{H_{2}} and \rho_{3}, r_{I_{2}} account for the first class of collapsing iterations and \rho_{4}, b_{G_{c}}, c_{H_{d}} and \rho_{6}, d_{I_{b}} account for the second class. A more sophisticated collapsing pattern is provided by loop unrolling which, by executing pairs of iterations sequentially, halves the total number of iterations performed. As shown in [6], unrolling transforms (1) into:

\[
\langle \rho_{0}, a_{F_{1}} \rangle \langle \rho_{1}, b_{G_{c}} \rangle \langle \rho_{2}, c_{H_{d}} \rangle \langle \rho_{3}, d_{I_{b}} \rangle
\]
\[
\langle \rho_{4}, c_{H_{d}} \rangle \langle \rho_{5}, c_{H_{d}} \rangle \langle \rho_{6}, d_{I_{b}} \rangle
\]
\[
\ldots
\]
\[
\langle \rho_{7}, b_{G_{c}} \rangle \langle \rho_{8}, c_{H_{d}} \rangle \langle \rho_{9}, d_{I_{b}} \rangle \langle \rho_{10}, b_{G_{c}} \rangle.
\]
Again, we have two collapsing classes: one collecting iterations with odd index vector, one collecting the others. By abstraction, we get unrolled for-loop \{ \text{a} \text{F}, \text{b} \text{G}, \text{c} \text{H}, \text{d} \text{I}, \text{b} \text{′}\text{G}, \text{c} \text{′}\text{H}, \text{d} \text{′}\text{I} \}, where \text{b} \text{G}, \text{c} \text{H}, \text{d} \text{I} account for the first class of collapsing iterations and \text{b} \text{′}\text{G}, \text{c} \text{′}\text{H}, \text{d} \text{′}\text{I} account for the second class. The body of the resulting loop is set of commands \{ \text{c} \text{H}, \text{d} \text{I}, \text{b} \text{′}\text{G}, \text{c} \text{′}\text{H}, \text{d} \text{′}\text{I} \}.

Other members of this category are index splitting and index merging.

3 Watermarking Schemes

The aim of our taxonomy is to point out the principles of loop transformations, in view of their exploitation for sake of watermarking.

Consider for instance the principle of collapsing iterations. Before undergoing a transformation \( t \) of the third category, a for-loop is a set of commands that accounts implicitly for a whole set of iterations. From the previous section we know that \( t \) partitions the set of iterations into several collapsing classes. For each class, commands are provided that implicitly account for all and only the iterations of that class. We notice however that such commands explicitly account for the class itself, thus partially preventing the loss of information that takes place before the transformation is applied, i.e., when all iterations collapse together. It is clear that the more refined is the partition, the more information is made explicit. Therefore \( t \) can be said to act as an extractor of information and could be exploited to extract watermarks. In [6] for instance we propose a watermarking scheme based on loop unrolling. The watermark is a value that is held in a variable. The correct computation of such value starts at an odd iteration and finishes at the next one, which is even. From the previous section we know that loop unrolling is a transformation that explicits the class of odd iterations and the class of even iterations. So the watermark can be easily retrieved by analyzing the unrolled loop.

Another idea, still to be explored, is to use the loop transformations themselves to encode a watermark. Let \( P \) be a program with several for-loops and \( \sigma = 1101 \) be a binary string representing the watermark to be embedded in \( P \). Let \( t_0 \) and \( t_1 \) be two loop transformations. We define the watermarked program to be a program \( P’ \) such that \( t_1(t_0(t_1(P')))) = P \). For sake of reliability, we make the following requirements:

- each time a \( t_i \) with \( i \in \{0, 1\} \) is applied, there is only one for-loop that can be the target of \( t_i \);
- none of \( t_0 \) and \( t_1 \) is an involution or an idempotent operator;
- the composition of \( t_0 \) and \( t_1 \) is not commutative.

It seems appropriate to choose \( t_0 \) from the first category and \( t_1 \) from the second category, so that they can affect distinct targets (\( t_0 \) affects iteration spaces, while \( t_1 \) affects bodies). Moreover, both \( t_0 \) and \( t_1 \) are legal as long as they do not create or disrupt dependencies between iterations [9]. Thus we could control the order of application of both the transformations by introducing and removing fake dependencies.
It is not clear yet how the proposed schemes can be made robust. A major drawback is that loop transformations were introduced to improve the performance of loops [9]. They were not thought to be robust; indeed, because of the benefits they can grant, there is usually no point in undoing them. As a part of a watermarking scheme, however, they are aimed in the first place at the robust embedding of information. This is likely to jeopardize performance. We thereby need to assess the performance penalty induced by our schemes. On the other side, robustness might come from a detailed comprehension of what loop transformations do, how they cooperate and on which conditions they can be undone. This is especially important since loop transformations themselves may be used to distort watermarks and obstruct their correct extraction. A canonical form of for-loop may be useful to tackle this problem.
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Abstract. Smart Card applications usually require reliability and security to avoid incorrect operation or access violation in transactions and corruption or undue access to stored information. A way to reach these requirements is improving the quality of the development process of these applications. BSmart is a method and a corresponding tool to support the formal development of Java Card smart card applications, following the B formal method, the application being translated from a concrete refinement of its formal B abstract specification.

1 Introduction

A smart card is a resource constrained computer device able to store data and to run small-sized software in a secure way. The smart card system is composed by the card-side "server" application (the applet) and by a client application (the host application) outside the card. These applications communicate exchanging packets of data in a low level protocol, the host sending a request to an applet's service, which in turn sends back a response containing the results of the service processing.

Smart card applications are present in our everyday life in a wide range of sectors such as banking and finance, communication, Internet, public transport, health care, etc. These applications usually manage confidential information, such as bank account data, the medical history of a patient or user authentication data. Thus, to prevent undesirable behavior and to avoid security violations it is helpful to adopt a rigorous software engineering process, methods and tools during its development to ensure a final product in conformance with the specified requirements.

Java Card [1] is a version of the Java platform with a restricted API and Virtual Machine optimized for smart cards and other memory and processor constrained devices. Some Java features, such as dynamic class loading, threads, strings, the types float and double, and multi-dimensional arrays are not present in the current version of Java Card. However, the Java Card developer can benefit from most of the Java features, such as portability, type-safe language, object oriented development, and a wide range of available tools.

This PhD thesis proposes a method and its corresponding tool support, named BSmart, which aims to improve the quality of the Java Card smart card
applications through a development process that automates the generation of the card-side Java Card application and a Java API for the host, based on the refinement of its formal specification written in B [2] notation.

It is important to note that the B formalism has been chosen because of its adequacy for the specification of API software, which is the core of a Java Card application. B also has a well established tool support and successful histories of adoption in industry scale [3] and academic [4] [5] projects.

Previous work [6] [7] introduced the foundations of the BSmart method. This paper describes the general ideas of the method and the actual state of its tool support in Sections 2 and 3. Some open issues to be tackled during the PhD thesis are listed in Section 4 and final considerations are presented in Section 5.

2 The BSmart Method

The BSmart method aims to abstract the details of the Java Card smart card system for the specifier as much as possible. Most of his/her work is focused in specifying the functionality of the applet without the need to take into account the specific aspects of the Java Card low level communication protocol as well as the treatment of data processing (coding/decoding) between the host and card applications.

In order to translate the B specification to its corresponding Java Card application code, the method requires some refinement steps that progressively add the requirements of the Java Card application framework, as explained in the next subsection. As usual in the B method, other user defined refinements may be needed to take the specification translatable to Java Card. All of these developed modules, before the translation phase, must be verified using B tools, which include a type checker, a proof obligation generator and provers. The success of the verification ensures the consistency of the specified properties and also that the refinements are in accordance with the abstract properties.

An overview of the development process following the method is shown in Figure 2. In this process, the specifier starts from an initial high level and non-Java Card related B specification of the application (APP.mch, in the figure). Two sequences of refinement/implementation of this specification are then applied, one for the card-side and other for the host-side development.

2.1 Card-side development

To develop the smart card implementation of the API we require at least a refinement (APP_FF.ref), usually applied to make it closer to a Java Card code. We achieve this making it full-function, i.e., weakening the preconditions of the operations so that they only define typing of the parameters. The remaining restrictive conditions are handled in its body through conditional substitutions, whose non-validity leads to the throwing of an exception. This is performed by modeling simple Java Card exception classes, such as ISOException. The identifier code of each exception and any other constants or Java Card related
information the refinement needs are included in a separated context machine, named APP_Context.mch.

Other refinements may be required, for example, to adapt the types of the original specification to Java Card compatible types. This is the case when a client host application sends data using the Java int type, whose implementation is not mandatory in Java Card. Thus, one must represent an int as two short's or as an array of bytes to avoid loss of precision. Corresponding machines that model these types are included as part of a library of reusable machines in the tool support for the method (Section 3). The automation of the adaptation was not yet added in the tool, but an approach to do this within the strict rules of B refinement is described in [8].

The translation of the B implementations into Java Card code is the last stage in the card-side development. The implementation is a special kind of refinement containing only B constructs, in a subset of the notation called B0, directly translatable to the target language. The main B0 implementation is that for the applet, containing the services offered to the host, but other modules may have to be generated, such as the implementation for the context machine.

2.2 Host-side development

The second line of development takes care of the implementation of the API on the host side and is fully automatable. The generation of the API components is performed from the original specification (APP.mch) since we only need to know the expected services of the applet and the necessary data to process them, information that can be obtained from the signature of each APP.mch operation.

For the host developer are generated two main classes, named APP_Comm and APP_Proxy, the former is seen by the user host application and contains high-level Java methods to call each applet service and to control the life-time
of the applet. The service calls are dispatched to the Proxy class, which is responsible for coding the received data into a packet in the Java Card protocol format and send it to the applet. This class also decodes the returned response, sending it back to the APP Comm class.

Using the generated API the user does not need to directly manipulate the lower-level specificities of the Java Card protocol, increasing this way its productivity and allowing us to freely change the API for communication and the internal algorithms for data encoding/decoding without impact to the front-end user developed host application (HostMain.java).

3 Tool Support for the BSmart Method

The BSmart tool [9] is an Eclipse plugin connecting several software components, each responsible for implementing a different step of the BSmart method. Essential software for the B formal method is also included, such as a type checker, and connection with external tools, such as Atelier B, for proof obligation generation and verification. As noted before, we supply jointly with the tool a library of B modules modeling essential classes of the Java Card API, types and useful data structures, including its corresponding Java Card implementations. The development of the library is still in progress and includes some prototypes that can be reused by specifiers and Java Card developers with the advantage of being fully verified using the B method.

The main components that provide support for the method are the BSmart Modules Generator and the B to Java Card code translator. The former is responsible for generating the context machine and the full-function refinement required by the method and the latter translates all the B implementation modules into Java Card programming code and also generates the API classes for the host side client. The translator has been developed based on the Java translator of JBools [10].

4 Open Issues

In the following, we describe some open issues in the actual stage of the PhD research that are interesting to be taken into consideration.

Verification of the translation The transformations involved in the automatic generation of B required refinements are subject to correctness verification through the use of B tools. These tools can check, for instance, syntax, typing, invariant properties and refinement invariant and constraints. However, a critical verification that is not yet done is the verification of the translation of the B implementation into the Java Card application. An approach could be the translation of JML assertions in the generated code, as in the work of [11].
**Development of a real world case study** We have been using only small samples of smart card applications to test the method and its corresponding tool support, as an application for public transportation payment. To better validate the method and the tool, we need a more robust real world case study. A strong candidate is the specification in B of the Mondex electronic purse, a case study that is part of the Verified Software Initiative. In the Mondex system some amount of monetary value is transferred from a source to a target smart card purse in a non-atomic protocol. Each purse must be implemented in isolation, without sharing properties through a global control. The Mondex system has been formally specified in Event-B in Butler and Yadav [4] work and in other work using several formalisms. We started to adapt this system specification to a programming specification, extracting the card and host specifications, modeling them according to the BSmart method.

**Expansion of the tool library** We have developed B machines to model some classes of the Java Card API, Java and Java Card primitive types. We plan to supply these verified B models to all classes of the Java Card API and to other useful tasks for Java Card applications, such as manipulation of time and data and currency conversions. Corresponding classes generated from these modules can be reused by Java Card developers, this way contributing to the correctness of the application as a whole. For the Java Card API specification, the work of Meijer [5] and Larsson [12] could be a starting point, as well as its official documentation.

**Object oriented translation** The B notation for the implementation module has some constructions similar to an imperative language like C. For that reason, the industrial tools for B, such as the Atelier B and the B-Toolkit, provide translators to this language paradigm. The Rodin platform plugin UML-B [13], presents solutions to overcome the B object orientation limitations, when translating from UML class diagrams into B. In our simple approach, a B implementation and sets are directly translated to a Java Card class. However, in some cases, a non automated fine control of some aspects of the translation may be required, for example, to control the access level of a variable or to apply modifiers to a class or method. In that cases, we could complement the B source with some annotations or configuration files to help the translator.

**Optimization of the translation** Since the requirements of memory storage and processor power of a smart card are often critical, it is ideal to generate the card-side code as optimized as possible. Some optimizations could be to allocate all the memory an applet needs to persist in its constructor, to reduce, when possible, the number of local variables, etc. Requet e Bossu [14] and Bert et. al [15] work present a similar problem, addressing the translation from B specifications to C programs with optimizations in the context of the BOM (B with Optimized Memory) project.
5 Conclusions

The BSmart method allows the development of a Java Card application in a model driven development (MDD) process following the B method. The work has started as a master degree research. We started to identify the common aspects of a Java Card application, and to develop B specifications of some simple applications. These case studies evolved to the BSmart method and the first version of its tool support.

We can say that the development process of the master research is more systematic than rigorous. The doctoral work (currently in the second year) aims to improve this results with a more robust approach. We are interested in prioritize the verification process of the B to Java/Java Card translations (Host API and card-side classes), and in exploring more sophisticated techniques to generate the B models and the Java Card application final code, possibly using some MDD tool, such as TXL [16]. Currently, this process is performed using only internally developed algorithms. The use of other formalisms, such as JML for runtime verification, is also under investigation. Finally, to better validate the proposal and its tool support, we are studying how to adapt the Mondex case study to the development with B, following the BSmart method.
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Abstract. This paper introduces an implementation relation \textit{stioco}$_D$ for symbolic timed automata, which generalises the well-known \textit{ioco} implementation relation to systems with data and real-time behaviour. We choose a purely symbolic approach to define this relation, which is based on similar work of Frantzen et al. for Symbolic Transition Systems.

1 Introduction

Formal methods have been applied successfully in the field of conformance testing over the last decade. A well-known representative is the \textit{ioco} framework [8], where the correct behaviour of an implementation under test is specified using a formal model (a labelled transition system (\textit{LTS})) with input and output actions, and which allows for the automatic derivation of test-suites from this specification. Test-cases cast their verdicts following a formal correctness criterion: the implementation relation \textit{ioco}. The \textit{ioco} relation describes unambiguously when an implementation (which, due to the testing-hypothesis, must be representable as an \textit{LTS}) conforms to a specification.

The \textit{ioco} theory has been extended in several directions. Recently, Frantzen et al. [5] have developed an approach to deal with data input and output to and from the implementation, respectively. Data is treated symbolically, which avoids the usual problems of state-space explosion and infinite branching that occur when data is represented explicitly in an ordinary \textit{LTS}. Specification and implementation are modelled here as Symbolic Transition Systems (\textit{STS}), which are \textit{LTS} extended with a notion of data and data-dependent control flow based on first order logic. In the context of this theory, the implementation relation \textit{sioco} has been developed, which is defined solely within the FO-Logic framework on \textit{STS} level.

Also several approaches to timed \textit{ioco}-based testing have been developed [6,3,2,4], mostly on the basis of timed automata. Different notions of conformance have been defined on the basis of timed \textit{LTS}(\textit{TLTS}). A detailed comparison of the different notions of conformance is given by Schmaltz et al. [7].

In this paper we take first steps towards a testing theory which combines time and data. Our main contribution is the definition of a conformance relation \textit{stioco}$_D$ for \textit{Symbolic Timed Automata (STA)}. \textit{STA} are a straightforward combination of \textit{STS} and \textit{TA}, but which allow data inputs to influence the real-time behaviour. The semantics of \textit{STA} is given in terms of \textit{TLTS}. \textit{stioco}$_D$ is an
extension of sioco for STA, and can be shown to coincide with tioco on the semantical, TLTS level.

Our approach is to transform an STA into an STS-like formalism, by encoding the timing aspects within the FO-framework. The resulting structure is called Delayed Symbolic Transition Systems (DSTS). We then follow the approach of Frantzen [5] with some essential modifications to define stioco

Overview. In Section 2 we introduce STA and their semantics. In Section 3 we describe the translation of STA to DSTS, and the DSTS semantics in terms of TLTS. Afterwards, in Section 4 we define an implementation relation stiocoD for DSTSs.

2 Symbolic Timed Automaton

Symbolic timed automata (STA) are a combination of Symbolic Transition Systems and Timed Automata. We denote with $\mathcal{B}(\mathcal{C})$ the usual set of clock constraints over a set of clocks $\mathcal{C}$ (cf. [1]). The set $\mathcal{B}(\mathcal{C} \cup \mathcal{V})$ is the set of clock-constraints over clock set $\mathcal{C}$, where upper or lower bounds can be variables from a set of integer variables $\mathcal{V}$. We assume a certain First-Order-Structure (usually with the an universe of integers), and denote with $\mathcal{F}(\mathcal{V})$ the set of FO-Formulas over variable set $\mathcal{V}$. $\mathcal{T}(\mathcal{V})$ denotes a set of terms over $\mathcal{V}$.

Definition 1 (Symbolic Timed Automata). A symbolic timed automaton is a tuple $A = (L, l_0, V, I, \mathcal{G}, \mathcal{C}, \mathit{Inv}, \to)$ where $L$ is a set of locations, $l_0$ is the initial location, $\mathcal{C}$ is a set of clock variables, $\mathit{Inv} : L \rightarrow \mathcal{B}(\mathcal{C})$ assigns invariants (clock constraints of the form $x < c$ or $x \leq c$) to locations, $\mathcal{V}$ is a set of location variables, $I$ is a set of interaction variables, $\mathcal{G}$ is a set of action gates, where $G_I \cap G_U = \emptyset$, and finally $\to \subseteq L \times G_I \cup G_U \times \mathcal{F}(\mathcal{V}) \times \mathcal{F}(\mathcal{V}) \times \mathcal{B}(\mathcal{C} \cup \mathcal{V}) \times 2^C \times L$ is a set of switches, where $\mathcal{V} = \mathcal{V} \cup I$.

We write $l \xrightarrow{g(i), \varphi, \rho, \theta, \lambda} l'$ for $(l, g(i), \varphi, \rho, \theta, \lambda, l') \in \to$. $g(i)$ is an input gate, binding incoming data to variable $i$, and !$g(i)$ is an output, sending datum $i$. A switch can only fire if its data guard $\varphi \in \mathcal{F}(\mathcal{V})$, and the clock constraint $\theta \in \mathcal{B}(\mathcal{C} \cup \mathcal{V})$ is fulfilled. $\varphi$ imposes not only constraints on the current valuation of location variables, but also on the values that can be received or sent over the corresponding gate. $\theta$ is a clock constraint where bounds on clocks and clock differences can be location variables. This is the only interaction of data and time that we allow. $\rho$ describes the updates of location variables. In particular, interaction variables can be assigned to location variables. $\lambda$ is a set of clocks which is reset to 0 upon firing the switch. Invariants $\mathit{Inv}(l)$ determine, as in timed automata, the conditions which allow staying in a location.

Note that STA without clocks, invariants, and the $\theta$ and $\lambda$ components on switches, are just ordinary STS, as defined in [5].
3 DSTS

In this section we introduce Delayed Symbolic Transition Systems (DSTS), which help us to reuse Frantzen's theory for STSs to define stiocoD (see Figure ??). A DSTS is in essence a reformulation of an STA, where the real-time aspects are encoded in FO logic. We then adjust Frantzen's approach for our purposes, to obtain stiocoD. It can be shown that stiocoD coincides on TLTS level with tioco.

\[
\begin{align*}
STA: & \quad i \xrightarrow{g,\varphi,\rho,\theta,\lambda} s \\
DSTS: & \quad [i] \xrightarrow{g,\varphi,\rho,\theta,\lambda} [s] \\
TLTS: & \quad [[i]] \rightarrow tioco[[x]] [[i]]
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 1. Semantic hierarchy for STA

3.1 Delayed Symbolic Transition Systems

Our approach to define an implementation relation for STS is to encode the time-related concepts in FO logic, and obtain thus an STS. The resulting delayed STS (DSTS) is defined over a two-sorted FO-Logic, where \( \mathcal{U} \) denotes the universe for data (usually integers) and \( \mathcal{U}_t \) the time domain (usually reals). The step from STA to DSTS is straightforward. Assume a switch \( l \xrightarrow{g,\varphi,\rho,\theta,\lambda} l' \).

Clock constraint \( \theta \) is translated into an FO-Formula and combined with data constraints \( \varphi \). Clock reset \( \lambda \) is translated into a term mapping \( \lambda_{FO} : \mathcal{C} \rightarrow \mathcal{C} \cup \{0\} \) with \( \lambda_{FO}(c) = 0 \) if \( c \in \lambda \), and \( \lambda_{FO}(c) = c \), otherwise. \( \lambda_{FO} \) is then combined with the update mapping \( \rho \). Invariant Inv\( (l) \) is transformed into FO-Formula \( \kappa \in \mathcal{F}(\mathcal{C}) \). We introduce term mapping \( \pi : \mathcal{C} \rightarrow \mathcal{T}(\mathcal{C} \cup \mathcal{T}) \) as \( \pi(c) \mapsto c + d \), where \( d \in \mathcal{T} \) is a delay variable. For each location \( l \) in the STA we introduce two locations \( \hat{l}, \tilde{l} \) in the DSTS. The transition \( l \xrightarrow{\hat{\delta} \kappa \pi}, \tilde{l} \) describes then the sojourn conditions of location \( l \). The firing of the original switch is described by a DSTS-switch \( l \xrightarrow{g \varphi \lambda_{FO} \rho \lambda_{FO}}, l' \). More concisely,

\[
\frac{l \xrightarrow{g \varphi \theta \lambda}, l'}{
\frac{l \xrightarrow{\hat{\delta} \kappa \pi}, \tilde{l} \xrightarrow{g \varphi \lambda_{FO} \rho \lambda_{FO}}, \gamma'}
}
\]

The semantics of an initialised DSTS is given by a TLTS.
Definition 2 (Semantics). Let $A = (\mathcal{L}, l_0, V, \mathcal{J}, \mathcal{C}, \text{Inv}, \rightarrow)$ be an STA, and $S = D(A)$ its corresponding DSTS. Its interpretation $\llbracket S \rrbracket_\iota$ in the context of an initialisation $\iota \in U^V$ and $\zeta_0 = [\mathcal{C} \mapsto \rightarrow 0]$ is defined as the TLTS $\llbracket S \rrbracket_{\iota} = (\mathcal{L} \times U^V \times U^C, (l_0, \iota, \zeta_0), \Sigma, \rightarrow)$, where

\begin{itemize}
  \item $\Sigma = \bigcup_{g \in G} (\{g\} \times U) \cup \bigcup_{\delta \in D} U_t$
  \item $\rightarrow \subseteq (\mathcal{L} \times U^V \times U^C) \times \Sigma \times (\mathcal{L} \times U^V \times U^C)$ is defined by the least set of the following rules:
\end{itemize}

\begin{align*}
\text{Delay:} & \quad \frac{\hat{l} \delta, \kappa, \varrho \rightarrow \hat{l}'}{d \in U_t \quad \zeta' = \zeta + d \quad \zeta = \kappa \land \zeta' = \kappa} \quad (\hat{l}, \vartheta, \zeta) \xrightarrow{d} (\hat{l}, \vartheta, \zeta') \\
\text{Action:} & \quad \frac{\hat{l} \kappa, \eta, \nu \rightarrow \hat{l}'}{\varsigma \in U^{\{i\}} \quad \zeta \cup \vartheta \cup \varsigma = \nu \land \kappa|\varrho} \quad (\hat{l}, \vartheta, \zeta) \xrightarrow{(g, \varsigma(1))} (l', \vartheta', \zeta')
\end{align*}

with $\vartheta' = ((\vartheta \cup \varsigma)_{ev} \circ \rho)_V$ and $\zeta' = ((\zeta)_{ev} \circ \lambda)_C$

4 Towards stioco₂D

We give DSTS a symbolic trace semantics, which is a prerequisite to define the implementation relation stioco₂D. In order to do so, we introduce history interaction/delay variables which keep track of the possible input- and output-data that a DSTS might send and receive during execution, and of the sojourn times in the locations, respectively. For the set of interaction variables $\mathcal{I}$, we introduce sets $\mathcal{I}_n$ for all $n \in \mathbb{N}$ such that $i \in \mathcal{I}$ iff $i_n \in \mathcal{I}_n$. Moreover, we introduce sets $\mathcal{J}_n$ for all $n \in \mathbb{N}$ with $d \in \mathcal{J}$ iff $d_n \in \mathcal{J}_n$. We have thus a bijective mapping $r_n$ between all $\mathcal{I}_n \cup \mathcal{J}_n$ and $\mathcal{I} \cup \mathcal{T}$.

Using the history variables, we are able to generalise the switch relation $\rightarrow$ of a DSTS to traces of gates. These generalised transitions $l \xrightarrow{\eta, \xi, \varrho} l'$ describe how a location $l'$ can be reached via a series of delays and interactions over gates. This symbolics semantic for DSTS is the key concept of our framework. We explain the symbolic semantics by means of the example in Figure 2. There will be no formal definition since this would go beyond the scope of this paper.

In Figure 2 we start with delaying $\delta(d)$ in $l_0$. For this the constraint $\kappa_1[\eta] = x + d \leq 20$ has to be satisfied. Note that the clock $x$ has to satisfy
the clock constraint after delaying, as the clock constraint is an invariant in the original STA. We then reach \( \hat{b}_0 \), after increasing all clocks with \( d \). Since \( d \) is kept symbolic we have to remember the update mapping \( \rho_1 \) we have made and the attainment constraint \( \kappa_1[\rho_1] \) (where \( \kappa_1[\rho_1] \) stands for the substitution of the free variables in \( \kappa_1 \) with \( \rho_1 \)) that must be satisfied for reaching \( \hat{b}_0 \). We rename the delay \( d \) to history delay variable \( \hat{d}_1 \) by using bijection \( \tau_1 \). For our generalised transition we then get \( \hat{b}_0 \xrightarrow{\sigma, \varphi_1 := x + \hat{d}_1 \leq 20} \kappa_1(\tau_1 \circ [\rho_1]) \) and \( \rho_1 := \tau_2 \circ \pi = q \mapsto \hat{d}_2 \leq \tau_2 \circ 0 \wedge y \mapsto y + d_1 \) as our new update mapping. For the generalised transition from \( \hat{b}_0 \) to \( \hat{b}_1 \) we combine all constraints and update mappings and get \( \hat{b}_0 \xrightarrow{\sigma_2 \wedge \delta_2 \wedge \kappa_2[\pi][\rho_2]} \hat{b}_1 \), where \( \sigma_2 := \kappa_2[\pi][\rho_2] \) and \( \rho_2 := \kappa_2[\pi][\rho_2] \).

Applying the same rules as before to the switch \( \hat{b}_1 \xrightarrow{\delta(D), \kappa_2 \circ \rho_2} \hat{b}_1 \), we obtain the generalised transition \( \hat{b}_0 \xrightarrow{\sigma_2 \wedge \delta(D), \varphi_2 \wedge (\kappa_2[\pi][\rho_2]) \circ \rho_2} \hat{b}_1 \).

Delayed Symbolic states are tuples \((l, \varphi, \rho)\), where \( \varphi \) is the collection of constraints and \( \rho \) is the concatenation of update mappings from the generalised transition \( \hat{b}_0 \rightarrow \hat{b}_1 \). For the DSTS in Figure 2, \((\hat{b}_0, x \leq 20, y \mapsto y + x \mapsto x + d_1)\) is one delayed symbolic state. We write \((\hat{b}_0, \top, \text{id})\) for the initial delayed symbolic state with \( \top \) being a tautology and \( \text{id} \) maps all variables to themselves.

In some cases it is necessary to have a constraint on interaction variables and delays occurring in a trace \( \sigma \). We call such traces delayed symbolic extended traces. A delayed symbolic extended trace \((\sigma, \chi)\) consists of a trace \( \sigma \in (\mathcal{G} \cup \mathcal{D})^* \) and of an additional constraint \( \chi \) for history variables of \( \sigma \).

The set of delayed symbolic states that can be reached after a delayed symbolic extended trace \((\sigma, \chi)\) is defined as follows:

\[
(\hat{b}_0, \top, \text{id})\text{after}_{\mathcal{D}}(\sigma, \chi) \triangleq \{(l', \varphi \wedge \chi, \rho) \mid l \xrightarrow{\sigma, \rho} l' \}
\]

An implementation conforms to a specification if all outputs and delays of the implementation are mimicked by the specification. Therefore, we define the \( \text{out}_{\mathcal{D}} \)-set of a symbolic state \((l, \varphi, \rho)\), which includes all output actions and delays that can be made from \((l, \varphi, \rho)\).

**Definition 3 (\( \text{out}_{\mathcal{D}} \)).**

\[
\text{out}_{\mathcal{D}}((l, \varphi, \rho)) \triangleq \{(g, \varphi, \psi[\rho] \wedge \kappa[\pi][\rho]) \mid \exists \hat{l}, \pi : \hat{l} \xrightarrow{g, \psi, \pi} \hat{l}' \delta \wedge \hat{l'} \wedge \gamma \in \mathcal{G}_U \}
\]

\[
\text{out}_{\mathcal{D}}((l, \varphi, \rho)) \triangleq \{((\delta, \varphi, \kappa[\rho][\rho]) \mid \exists \hat{l}, \pi : \hat{l} \xrightarrow{\delta, \kappa, \rho} \hat{l} \wedge \delta \in \mathcal{D}) \}
\]

An output action \((g, \varphi, \psi[\rho] \wedge \kappa[\pi][\rho])\) or a delay \((\delta, \varphi, \kappa[\rho][\rho])\) can be observed if the attainment constraint \( \varphi \) of the delayed symbolic state and the attainment constraint \( \psi \) for the actual transition are satisfied.
Example 1. Consider $\text{out}_{D}(\hat{l}_0, \top, \text{id})\text{after}_{D}(\sigma, \chi)$ with $\sigma = \delta?\text{req}$ and $\chi = d_1 \leq 6 \land i \leq 7$ in Figure 3. Then is $(\hat{l}_1, \varphi, \rho)$ the delayed symbolic state reached with $(\hat{l}_0, \top, \text{id})\text{after}_{D}(\sigma, \chi)$ with $\varphi = x + d_1 \leq 10 \land i_1 \geq 4 \land x + d_1 \leq 20 \land i_1 \leq 6$ and $\rho = \{y \mapsto y + d \land x \mapsto x + d\} \circ \{q \mapsto i_1 \land x \mapsto 0\}$. To observe some delay $d_2$ after $\hat{l}_1$ the constraint $y + d_2 \leq 30$ has to be fulfilled. We already know that $y \mapsto d_1$ so we get $d_1 + d_2 \leq 30$ and $\text{out}_{D}(\hat{l}_1, \varphi, \rho)$ is $(\delta(d_2), \varphi, d_1 + d_2 \leq 30)$.

Finally, we adapt the definition of \text{sioco} from Frantzen to \text{DSTS} in order to define our new implementation relation \text{stico}_{D}.

\textbf{Definition 4.} Let $S = (L_S, l_S, V_S, I, T, G, D, C_S, \rightarrow_{S})$ be an initialised specification, $P = (L_P, l_P, V_P, I, T, G, D, C_P, \rightarrow_P)$ be an input enabled implementation, with $V_P \cap V_S = \emptyset$ and $F_s$ be a set of delayed symbolic extended traces of $S$. An implementation $P$ is $\text{stico}_{D}$ conform to a specification $S$, written as $P \text{ stico}_{D} S$, if the following holds:

$$\forall (\sigma, \chi) \in F_s \; \forall (g \in G_U \lor g \in D):
[\mathcal{C}_{P} \rightarrow 0] \cup [\mathcal{C}_{S} \rightarrow 0] \cup \{l_P\}_{V_P} \cup \{l_S\}_{V_S} = \mathcal{V}_{\mathcal{L}, \mathcal{G}_{U} \cup \mathcal{G}_{D} \cup \mathcal{C}_{S}}(\phi_D(l_P, g, \sigma) \land \chi \rightarrow \phi_D(l_S, g, \sigma))$$

where $\phi_D(l, g, \sigma) = \mathcal{V}_{\{\phi \land \psi \mid (g, \varphi, \psi) \in \text{out}_{D}((\hat{l}_0, \top, \text{id})\text{after}_{D}(\sigma, \chi))\}}$

In the case that $P \text{ stico}_{D} S$, the definition of $\text{stico}_{D}$ implies that if the constraint $\varphi \land \psi \land \chi$ is satisfiable by a certain valuation for a delay or output $(g, \varphi, \psi) \in \text{out}_{D}((\hat{l}_0, \top, \text{id})\text{after}_{D}(\sigma, \top))$, then there must be a constraint $\varphi' \land \psi'$ for a $(g, \varphi', \psi') \in \text{out}_{D}((\hat{l}_0, \top, \text{id})\text{after}_{D}(\sigma, \top))$ which is also satisfiable by the same valuation. This can be visualised by considering the following abstract example. Let $g \in G_U$ be output observed from the implementation after a trace $\sigma$. We then have $(g, \varphi, \psi) \in \text{out}_{D}((\hat{l}_0, \top, \text{id})\text{after}_{D}(\sigma, \top))$. This output can be observed if $\varphi \land \psi$ is satisfiable by a valuation of variables and delays. We then know that $\phi_D(l_P, g, \sigma)$ is also satisfiable. If the valuation also satisfies the constraint $\chi$, given by the specification, the first part of the implication is true. This then requires that $\phi_D(l_S, g, \sigma)$ is also satisfiable by the same valuation, which implies that there is a constraint $\varphi' \land \psi'$ satisfiable by the same valuation. This means that there must be a $(g, \varphi', \psi') \in \text{out}_{D}((\hat{l}_0, \top, \text{id})\text{after}_{D}(\sigma, \top))$.

We can show that the implementation relation \text{sioco}_{D} for \text{DSTS} coincides with \text{tioco} for \text{TLTS}.
5 Conclusion

We have presented a testing theory for timed and symbolic testing including the implementation relation stioco. This theory is sound and correct with respect to its semantics and can be the basis for future research considering the automatic generation of test cases. Still, our theory does not consider \(\tau\)-transitions and allows only a certain way of interaction between time and data. This and the investigation on efficient implementation might also be part of future research.
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Abstract. Hybrid systems originate from control theory where the behavior of a discrete controller is observed in its environment. In many cases it is not sufficient to test the control programs alone but also the interactions with their environments. For instance, conclusions over stability or long-term behavior can only be drawn when having a closed-loop view on the system.

The challenge of testing Hybrid Systems is to deal with infinite state spaces of continuous model variables that arise during exploration. By applying predicate abstraction techniques this issue can be countered. This work presents Qualitative Reasoning, which is an Artificial Intelligence technique for common sense reasoning, as a means to abstract continuous behavior to transition systems. Hence, we get a discrete behavior of the hybrid system which we use as model for subsequent test case generation.

1 Introduction

Discrete systems that have continuous interaction with their environment are called hybrid systems. Most embedded systems, e.g. a weather station sensing temperature etc. or a fuel injection controller, are of this kind. When such systems are safety critical, difficult to access, or far away like Mars rovers, it is very important to test them thoroughly. Because of the system complexity of real world applications it is virtually impossible to derive enough test cases by hand in order to meet certain testing coverage metrics. We apply blackbox testing in order to generate test cases due to test purposes or coverage criteria.

Blackbox testing requires a description of the input/output behavior of the implementation under test in some formal notation. We use qualitative models as specification language to describe the continuous behavior of hybrid systems. Qualitative Reasoning, an Artificial Intelligence technique for common sense reasoning, can infer behavior from qualitative models by simulation. The models consist of constraints, called Qualitative Differential Equations (QDEs), which are an abstract representation of Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs). Given a model and an initial state, simulation engines like QSIM [1] produces a transition system (TS) which contains all possible behaviors that may evolve over

* Research herein was funded by the EU project ICT-216679, Model-based Generation of Tests for Dependable Embedded Systems (MOGENTES).
time. We use the TS as test model where each state in the TS evaluates all model variables. Hence, the test model has an Labeled Transition System (LTS) semantics for which several testing approaches exist.

A behavior is defined as a trace in the LTS, i.e. a sequence of observable events, starting with an initial event. The set of events is called alphabet. Due to different abstraction levels the implementation and specification usually do not share the same alphabet. Hence, there must exist a data refinement relation which translates between these alphabets. The translation can be done offline during test case generation. Here, the test cases are directly executable at the implementation level by e.g. linking the test case to the executable. The translation can also be applied online during test case execution via a test adapter. In our work we use a test adapter to execute abstract test cases.

In order to give valid verdicts about test executions, testing assumptions have to be made. One assumption is that the implementation can be represented with the same formalism as the specification. This assumption has to be proved with the data refinement relation. Several proof techniques to show data refinement are presented in [2]. A further assumption is the uniformity hypothesis [3] which states that it is sufficient to choose one input from an equivalence class since the implementation will show the same behavior for all inputs from this class. This assumption is applied in the execution of qualitative test cases [4], where we refine abstract inputs to concrete inputs.

In our first work [5] we describe the mathematical relationship between ODEs and QDEs on a small example and generate test sequences by reachability analysis on the simulation output. In [6,7] we deal with test case generation based on test purposes and the minimization of test cases due to observable events. The work in [8] introduces coverage criteria for qualitative models and describes coverage-based test case generation. We implemented a prototype test case generator, called QRPathfinder, which generates controllable test cases according to our newly introduced conformance relation qriconf [4]. In [4] we describe how hybrid systems can be tested with qualitative models and, in a first step, show how test case execution works for a continuous system.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we give a brief overview on Qualitative Reasoning. Section 3 deals with the generation of qualitative test cases and their execution. In section 4 we discuss other approaches for testing hybrid systems and relate them to our work. We conclude in section 5 and mention some open issues for future work.

2 Qualitative Reasoning

When modeling using QR, one abstracts the domain of continuous, real valued variables of a system to the domain of points and intervals. A point, called landmark, is a boundary between intervals. In QR the model variables are called quantities \( q \in Q \) and the domain of a quantity, consisting of landmarks and intervals, is denoted as quantity space \( (QS_q) \). For instance, when we consider the temperature of water from a qualitative point of view, we can map the
temperature to the domain: below 0°C water is frozen, at 0°C it melts, above
0°C it is liquid, and around 100°C, depending on the pressure it starts boiling.
Above 100°C it changes to steam. Hence, the quantity space consists of three
intervals and two landmarks, i.e. 0°C and 100°C.

Time is abstracted to a sequence of temporally ordered states of behavior
where each state binds all quantities to values. The value of a quantity is a
pair consisting of an abstract value $qVal \in QS_q$ from its quantity space and the
direction of change $\delta$. The direction of change $\delta =_{df} \{-, 0, +\}$ is an abstraction
of the first derivation $\frac{d}{dt}$ where $\delta$ is either decreasing, steady, or increasing. The
behavior of a QR model changes from one state to the next if one of the quantities
alters its value, i.e. there is a change of $qVal$ or $\delta$.

Qualitative models, consisting of a set of QDEs, are constraint satisfaction
problems (CSPs). In a worst case scenario, i.e. an unconstrained system, the size
of the transition system is simply the whole state space: $\times_{q \in Q} | \delta | \cdot | QS_q |$.

3 Testing with QR Models

Test Case Generation We described in [6,7] the test case generation methodology
based on qualitative models. In a first step the test engineer builds the model and
validates it by evaluating the simulation result. When testing with test purposes
the engineer formulates a scenario of interest in some notation, in our case as
regular expression over symbolic labels. Each label expresses a property over the
set of quantities. Then the simulation result, denoted as QR transition system
(QR TS), is labeled with the property symbols. Each transition in the resulting
LTS contains the labels which are satisfied in the following state. The labeling
results in a Kripke structure from which we compute the synchronous product
with the deterministic finite automaton (DFA) that is equivalent to the regular
expression stating the test purpose. The product TS is a slice of the specification
containing the behavior of interest.

Next, we minimize the product TS due to disjoint input quantities $LI$ and
output quantities $LU$ that are relevant for testing. The remaining quantities are
hidden and their evolution cause internal ($\tau$) transitions. We refer to the set
of observable quantities as $L =_{df} LI \cup LU$. During weak-bisimulation minimization
the resulting TS may get non-deterministic which, in a subsequent step,
is converted via standard subset construction into a deterministic TS, called
Complete Test Graph (CTG). Note that the determinization has no influence
on the observable behavior and hence on the conformance relation. From this
CTG we extract controllable test cases according to our $qrioconf$ relation, see
Definition 1.

Definition 1.

\[ i \ qrioconf \ s =_{df} \forall \sigma \in Traces(s) \downarrow LI : \]
\[ out^\sim(i \ after^\sim \sigma) \subseteq out^\sim(s \ after^\sim \sigma) \]
Here \( i \) denotes the implementation, \( s \) is the specification, \( \text{Traces}(s) \) is the set of sequences of states in the specification starting from the initial state, \( \sigma \) is an input trace (i.e. a trace projected on \( L_I \)), \( \text{after} \) determines the set of states after \( \sigma \) in \( i \) and \( s \) respectively, and \( \text{out} \) valuates the output quantities of a set of states.

The conformance relation states that for all input traces in the specification the following must hold: The outputs of the implementation after the input trace have to be a subset of the outputs of the specification after the same trace.

Figure 1 shows three QR transition systems where we use integers as qualitative values. In the following we refer to the values of inputs and outputs within a state in a vectorized form, \([i_1, \ldots, i_n]^T\) and \([o_1, \ldots, o_m]^T\) respectively. The states \( s_0 \) of \( I_1 \) and \( I_2 \) are \( \text{qrioconf} \) to \( S \) since \( I_1 \text{ after} \sim \langle [1] \rangle = I_2 \text{ after} \sim \langle [1] \rangle = \{s_0\} \) and the outputs \( \text{out} \sim (s_0) = \{[1, 1]^T\} \) are allowed in \( S \) after the same input trace \( \langle [1] \rangle \). The outputs in \( I_1 \) after the input traces \( \langle [1], [1] \rangle \) and \( \langle [1], [2] \rangle \) are both allowed in the specification \( S \). For the third input trace \( \langle [1], [3] \rangle \) the last input \( i_1 = 3 \) is not specified in \( S \). Due to implementation freedom the behavior following unspecified inputs is not considered by the conformance relation. For \( I_2 \) we get \( I_2 \text{ after} \sim \langle [1], [2] \rangle = \{s_1, s_2\} \). However, the outputs \( \text{out} \sim (\{s_1, s_2\}) \) of \( I_2 \) are not a subset of \( \text{out} \sim (S \text{ after} \sim \langle [1], [2] \rangle) \). Hence \( I_2 \) is not \( \text{qrioconf} \) \( S \).

**Test Case Execution** In [4] we describe the execution of qualitative test cases and demonstrate it on a small water tank example. The tank is filled from the top and it has one outlet on a certain height and another one at the bottom. The system has four different modes, i.e. the water level is above or below the upper outlet and the lower outlet may be open or closed. The aim is to test, if a concrete instance of the water tank conforms to the specification model. We used a Matlab Simulink model of the tank as implementation under test. Since the specification is on a more abstract level than the implementation we have to deal with data refinement during testing. Therefore we apply U-Simulation, described in [2], where we refine abstract inputs from the specification to the
implementation level and then abstract the observed outputs from the implementation back to the specification level. Hence, during testing we map between continuous functions and qualitative traces. Figure 2 depicts the execution of a test case where there is some inflow into the tank and the lower outlet is open. In the test case *inflow* is an input and *level* is an output. One can observe, that the

![Diagram](image)

(a) The Implementation passes the Test Case.
(b) The Mutant Test Case fails the Test Case.
(c) Trace of the Test Case executed on the Implementation (PASS) and the Mutant (FAIL).

**Fig. 2.** Execution of a Test Case.

The resulting qualitative values must be allowed by the specification which is the case for the correct tank instance. In the wrong tank instance, called *Mutant*, two modes of the system are exchanged, i.e. when the valve at the bottom is in opened position it is closed actually. Figure 2 shows that the test case discovers the mutant by giving a *fail* verdict.

### 4 Related Research

We apply similar techniques for test case generation with test purposes as the tool *TGV* [9], a test case generator from labeled transition systems.
The work in [10] presents symbolic test case generation for time-discrete input-output hybrid systems (TDIOHS) specifications. In contrast to our work such specifications already contain the numerical solutions of the continuous behaviors of the system. They developed a constraint solver for handling non-linear CSPs with real-valued variables based on interval analysis techniques.

The authors in [11] propose a test case generation algorithm for continuous and hybrid systems that relies on Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRTs). They can handle high-dimensional search spaces and generate test cases due to certain coverage criteria.

The main difference to existing abstraction techniques for hybrid systems is that we solve abstract equations (QDEs) rather than concrete, real-valued equations (ODEs). In the latter case polyhedral constraints are used to enclose regions of possibly infinite states within which the real solution is located. QR provides a more abstract view on a system where constraints are not defined over real values but over the finite domain of landmarks and intervals.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In our previous work we elaborated the possibility the apply qualitative models for testing continuous systems. We showed how to generate controllable test cases with test purposes [6,7] and according to coverage criteria [8]. Because of qualitative abstraction the degree of nondeterminism can lead to big state spaces. Online testing, where the state space is explored on-the-fly, will be an interesting subject for future work.

Furthermore we developed abstraction and refinement techniques in order to execute qualitative test cases. The approach has been demonstrated with a prototype tool. As a next step we will adapt some hybrid formalism where we replace the description of continuous behavior with qualitative behavior.
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Abstract. The main theme of this research is to study and develop
techniques for the modeling of software controlled safety critical sys-
tems. In this work, we formally specify different entities, phenomena and
their inter-relationships, and specially non functional properties related
to land transportation systems with refinement based approach at do-
main level. We also introduce a stepwise validation process to maintain
seamlessness between environment and its captured models. We apply
our results on two safety critical case studies.

1 Introduction

Having good understanding of an application domain is a crucial prerequisite to
develop software within that domain. The understanding of a domain is referred
to as a domain model. A domain model is a conceptual model of a system which
describes various entities, phenomena and their inter-relationships, along with
their important static and dynamic properties of the domain. The domain model
may be expressed in the form of requirements, specifications, or architectural
references.

According to [1], if domain models and requirements of software are not for-
mally expressed, software correctness can not be meaningfully achieved. Safety
is also one of the major factors which can not be overlooked while designing com-
plex and critical systems. The development of correct and safe systems can be
difficult and error prone with traditional software development methods. How-
ever, use of formal methods, in order to ensure their correctness and to structure
their development from domain modeling to implementation, can significantly
help system development.

Formal languages are notoriously difficult to read for the non-initiated. Fur-
thermore, well-written specifications often introduce abstract objects and opera-
tions that have no intuitive concrete counterpart. Hence, validation has to wait.
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This implies that the development of the model requires an uncomfortable level of trust.

The pivotal concept of formal methods such as B [2] is the notion of refinement and its relation to correctness. The assessment of the correctness of a piece of code, its verification, is no more a unique big process step but it is broken down into small pieces along with the whole development process. The proof of correctness is the sum of the proofs of small assertions (invariant preservation, well-formedness, existence of abstraction function, etc.) associated to each refinement. Likewise, the technique of animation could be used with each refinement step to break its validation into smaller assessments.

Introduction of validation into refinement based processes yields two advantages: First, early detection of problems in the models (say, misunderstanding about a certain behavior) should be easier and inexpensive to correct. Second, users can be involved into the development right from the start.

In this work, we focus on animation technique which is the “execution” of a specification as a mean to validate it. Thanks to the development of tools, like Brama [3], it is possible to animate specifications in B or Event-B [4] before they reach an implementation stage. However, there are restrictions on the kind of specifications that can be animated. Non-constructive definitions, infinite sets, or complex quantified logic expressions are among the list of restrictions.

We devise a technique to animate abstract specifications by systematic transformations. The product of the transformations is a specification which may be non provable, but which is guaranteed to have the same behavior as the formally correct initial specification. This goal is achieved through the design of a set of transformation heuristics whose correction is rigourously asserted and a rigorous process.

The main aim of the research is two fold: first, formal modeling of data, behaviors, protocols, interaction between elements, and non-functional properties of transportation domain and second, to incorporate a stepwise validation technique into the overall modeling process.

The presentation of the paper is organized as follows: Next section presents the language and tool we use: Event-B and Brama. Then we present a stepwise specification and validation process for domain modeling. Two case-studies are described thereafter to show how we have implemented our approaches. Finally, we conclude that what should now be completed to have a technique that could be used as standard practice and our future research endeavors.

2 Tools

This section introduces the tools which we use for specification and validation.

2.1 Event-B

Event-B is a formal method for system-level modeling and analysis of large reactive and distributed systems. Main features of Event-B are the use of set theory
and first order logic for modeling systems, the use of refinement to represent systems at different levels of abstraction and the use of mathematical proof to verify consistency between refinement levels. Event-B is provided with tool support in the form of an Eclipse-based IDE called RODIN\textsuperscript{1} which is a platform for writing and proving Event-B specifications.

2.2 Brama

Brama is an animator for Event-B specifications. It is an Eclipse based plugin for the RODIN platform which can be used in two complementary modes. Either Brama can be manually controlled from within the RODIN or it can also be connected to a Flash graphical animation through a communication server; it then acts as the engine which controls the graphical effects.

3 Stepwise specification and validation

In order to verify complex systems against their requirements, the breakdown of overall system into different levels of abstraction is highly recommended. This can be achieved by their stepwise development. To specify our domain models we follow the same principle. We start from abstract requirements, we gradually refine them to achieve concrete and fine grained description of the model, and verify each refinement step against the specification constructed in the previous refinement.

We use two different notions of refinement to specify our models: horizontal refinement and vertical refinement. In horizontal refinement the details are added to the model while remaining at the same level of abstraction. However in vertical refinements we add the description to the model while making a leap to the next abstraction level.

Once a domain model has been specified and verified, an important question arises: does it accurately capture the environment? While proof tools guarantee the consistency of the specification, they are of little help to check if it is the true representation of the environment. Like the verification of the model can be broken down into smaller proofs associated with each refinement step, we use the technique of animation at each refinement step to break its validation into smaller assessments.

Animation of specification is not that straightforward because it heavily depends upon tools. Any limitation of the tool will be a restriction on the class of animatable specifications. To validate a specification which does not belong to this class, we need to “bring it in.” We do this by applying transformation rules which are designed to keep the behavior unaltered, possibly at the expense of other properties.

\textsuperscript{1} http://sourceforge.net/projects/rodin-b-sharp/
Experimenting with Brama on two Event-B safety critical systems—a formal domain model of land transportation [5] and a situated multi-agent platooning system [6]—we have dressed up a typology of five general cases:

1. Brama forbids finite clauses in axioms
2. Brama interprets quantifications as iterations
3. Brama cannot compute dynamic functional bindings in substitutions
4. Brama does not compute analytically defined functions
5. Brama has limited communication with its external graphical environment

This lead us to design 10 transformation heuristics [7] expressed following the pattern shown by figure 1.

We designed the heuristics to preserve the behavior of the specification, not its formal properties. In particular, the transformed specification may not be provable. The correctness of the transformation is then a crucial issue.

Since heuristics cannot be “proven” within B formal logic system, we relied on the mathematical tradition of rigorous arguments. For this to work, we need a basic assumption: the initial specification text must have been formally verified. Most of the arguments given in the Justification clause of heuristic rely on this hypothesis.

A verified specification must be the starting point of the validation process. The application of the heuristics will “downgrade” it to a non provable specification. Running the animation may uncover some mistakes. These entail the modification of the initial specification, which then must be verified, and transformed again for proceeding with the validation. This is summed-up in figure 2.

4 Case studies

This section describes two case studies which were the incentive for this work. Both specifications concern the domain of land transport systems. They are
part of cooperative projects. TACOS is an effort to integrate components and non functional properties into formal requirement specifications. In particular, safety critical properties must be assessed and formalized. CRISTAL is a joint project with the industrial goal of designing urban mobility systems based on autonomous vehicles. As these systems interact with humans and operate on public space, the certification issue is a major problem.

4.1 TACOS

The specification in this case study is about the modeling of the land-transportation domain. In the model, we want to express properties that any system working within the domain is expected to meet and maintain.

In this specification effort, the focus is on the formal definition of concepts, constraints and properties, rather than on the implementation of a particular system. Refinement is then used to introduce new notions; the proof obligations serve to guarantee the consistency of the model. Our devised stepwise validation technique was used for the validation of the model whose details can be found in [8].

The current specification consists of 8 refinements (3 horizontal and 5 vertical). It is organized into five abstraction levels which are summarized by figure 3. A detailed description of the model can be found in [5].

This specification exhibits several properties which call for validation, namely:

- complex data which constraint behaviors (following a route),
- protocols and iterations (travel as sequence of stages, hub crossing protocol), and
- non deterministic interaction between elements (autonomous vehicles),
- several non-functional properties, such as collision avoidance, timing, etc.
4.2 CRISTAL

The second case study deals with a specification of platooning. Platooning is a mode of moving where vehicles are synchronized and follow one another closely. A platoon can be seen as a road-train where cars are linked by software instead of hardware. A local Event-B specification of the model has been written [6] as an effort to make it amenable to the formal techniques required by certification.

The specification consists of five machines (one abstract and four vertical refinements). Contrary to the previous case study, the structure of the development of this case study can be interpreted as a sequence of refinements toward an implementation. Each refinement decomposes some events to make explicit a part of the general computation.

We mainly use this case study to experiment our devised transformation heuristics for its validation. The underlying rationale was to observe the animation of a model based on kinematic laws specified by heavy use of functions and also to compare the results of the validation by animation with the results of validation by simulations that had been previously made.

5 Conclusion and future work

Using a modeling language which is not conceived particularly for domain engineering was a challenging task. Though we stumbled upon some shortcomings in Event-B (for example, lack of temporal constraints, lack of notion of sequences, etc.) yet, the general philosophy has been well suited to our purpose. The notions of events and non determinism allow us easy modeling of independent vehicles without any assumption other than their common property: they move. The strong safety constraints we have considered are also easily modeled. Modeling of other non functional properties, such as, collision avoidance, timing, etc. also did not pose great difficulties. All was done through standard refinement techniques. We are thus encouraged to proceed further with enrichment of current domain models specially with inclusion of more non functional properties, such as, oscillation, hooking/unhooking, etc.

While arguing about the relationship between refinement based modeling and its stepwise validation, we discovered that not every refinement step is animatable. This is consistent with using animation as a kind of quality-assurance activity during development. We believe that one animation per abstraction level is sufficient. In fact, the first refinement of a level may often have a non-determinism too wide to allow for meaningful animation (concept introduction), but subsequent refinements get the definitions of the new concept precise enough to allow animation.

The list of heuristics is not closed yet. In future this is expected to grow as we model and validate new properties of the domain. Manual application of these heuristics to specification is tedious, cumbersome and may be error prone if not applied carefully. Therefore we are planning to write a plug-in/tool which can apply these transformations automatically to specifications.
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Abstract. In the system software development life-cycle, the first phase corresponds to the requirements engineering. It is followed by the specification phase and then, the development stage. The Event-B method has shown that it was very relevant for the last two phases. So, we aim at introducing requirements analysis into the Event-B method. Thus, it will be possible to prove the requirements model and to establish formal links between this model and the specification of a system.
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1 Introduction

With most of formal methods, an initial mathematical model can be refined in multiple steps, until the final refinement contains enough details for an implementation. Most of the time, the initial model is derived from the description, obtained by the requirements analysis. Consequently, the major remaining weakness in the development chain is the gap between textual or semi-formal requirements and the initial formal specification. There is little research on reconciling the requirements phase with the formal specification phase. In fact, the validation of this initial formal specification is very difficult due to the inability to understand formal models (for customers) and to link them with initial requirements (for designers). Our objective is to combine the requirements and the specification phases by using KAOS and the Event-B method. On one hand, KAOS is a goal-oriented methodology for requirements engineering which allows analysts to build requirements models and to derive requirements documents. On the other hand, Event-B is a model-based formal method which provides language, techniques and tools to support the analysis and design of systems, from the specification to the implementation stages. Existing work [5,6,8] that combine KAOS with formal methods generate a formal specification model from a KAOS requirements model. Contrary to these methods that take only a subset of the KAOS models into account, our long-term objective is to express the whole KAOS requirements model with Event-B, in order to formally reasoning

* The work in this paper is partially supported by the TACOS project ANR-06-SETI-017 founded by the french ANR (National Research Agency).
about it. The key idea is to stay at the same abstraction level as KAOS. In this paper, we begin by considering the first stage of KAOS requirements analysis, namely the goals modeling. This paper continues our previous works [7] by addressing the Event-B formalization of KAOS patterns with additional studies, results and proofs. The Event-B formalization of the other KAOS models is a work in progress.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews the KAOS and the Event-B methods that are employed in the proposed approach. Section 3 details our proposed approach that consists in expressing a KAOS goal model with Event-B. Section 4 illustrates the approach by presenting the Event-B formalization of the Exclusive-OR goal refinement pattern. Finally, Section 5 discusses related work and concludes with an outline of future work.

2 Background

In this section, we briefly introduce KAOS and Event-B.

2.1 KAOS method

KAOS (Knowledge Acquisition in auToMated Specification) [4] is a goal-based requirements engineering method. KAOS requires the building of a data model in UML-like notation. A goal defines an objective the system should meet, usually through the cooperation of multiple agents such as devices or humans. KAOS is composed of several sub-models related through inter-model consistency rules: (i) the central model is the goal model which describes the goals of the system and its environment; (ii) the object model defines the objects (agents, entity...) of interest in the application domain; (iii) the agent responsibility model takes care of assigning goals to agents in a realisable way; (iv) the operation model details the operation an agent has to perform to reach the goals he is responsible for.

Goals are organized in a hierarchy obtained from the AND/OR refinement of higher level goals into lower-level goals. Higher-level goals are strategic and coarse-grained while lower-level goals are technical and fine-grained (more operational in nature). KAOS provides a catalog of “Goal Patterns” that generalize the most common goal configurations: (i) Achieve Goals desire goals achievement some time in the future; (ii) Maintain Goals express that goals must hold at all times in the future; (iii) Cease Goals disallow goals achievement some time in the future; (iv) Avoid Goals ensure that goals must not hold at all times in the future. KAOS also provides a criterion for stopping the refinement process. If a goal can be assigned to the sole responsibility of an individual agent, there is no need for further goal refinement to occur. Operational goals (goals that are assigned to agents) are the leaves of a goal graph. Each leaf can be either a requirement (if it is assigned to an agent of the system) or an expectation (if it is assigned to an agent in the environment).
2.2 Event-B method

Event-B [2,3] is a formal method for modeling discrete systems by refinement. It is the successor of the B Method [1]. An Event-B model can be described in terms of two basic constructs: (i) the context which contains the static part of a model such as carrier sets, constants, axioms and theorems; (ii) the machine which contains the dynamic part such as variables, invariants, theorems, events and variants. During the refinement, events are refined to take new variables into account. This is performed by strengthening their guards and adding substitutions on the new variables. New events that only assign the new variables may also be introduced. Proof obligations (POs) are generated to ensure the consistency of the abstract model and the correctness of the refinement. Event-B is supported by several tools, currently in the form a platform called Rodin1.

3 The proposed approach

3.1 Motivation

Contrary to other requirements methods such as i* [9], KAOS is promising in that it can be extended with an extra step of formality which can fill in the gap between requirements and the later phases of development. Hence, we aim to explore this advantage by expressing KAOS requirements model with the Event-B language. The choice of Event-B is due to its similarity and complementarity with KAOS. Firstly, Event-B is based on set mathematics with the ability to use standard first-order predicate logic facilitating the integration with the KAOS requirements model that is based on first-order temporal logic. Secondly, both Event-B and KAOS have the notion of refinement (constructive approach). Finally, KAOS and Event-B (conversely to the classical B) have the ability to model both the system and its environment.

Since goals play an important role in requirements engineering process and provide a bridge linking stakeholder requests to system specification, the proposed approach comes down to automatically derive Event-B representation from KAOS goal model rather than from KAOS requirements model as a whole. However, it is not possible to verify that both models are equivalent. The Event-B expression of the KAOS goal model allows us to give it a precise semantics.

3.2 Formalization of KAOS Achieve Goals

To achieve our objective, we formalize with Event-B the KAOS refinement patterns that analysts use to generate a KAOS goal hierarchy. In this paper, we focus on the most frequently used "Goal Patterns" : the Achieve goals. Formalization of the other categories of goal patterns is a work in progress. The assertions in Achieve goals are of the following form: $G$-Guard $\Rightarrow \diamond G$-PostCond,

1 http://rodin-b-sharp.sourceforge.net
where $G$-Guard and $G$-PostCond are predicates. Symbol $\Rightarrow$ denotes the classical logical implication. Symbol $\diamond$ (the open diamond) represents the temporal operator "eventually" which ensures that a predicate must occur "at some time in the future". Hence, such assertions state that from a state in which $G$-Guard holds, we can reach sooner or later another state in which $G$-PostCond holds.

If we refer to the concepts of guard and postcondition that exist in Event-B, a KAOS goal can be considered as a postcondition of the system, since it means that a property must be established. The crux of our formalization is to express each KAOS goal as a B event, where the action represents the achievement of the goal. Then, we will use the Event-B refinement relation and additional custom-built proof obligations to derive all the subgoals of the system by means of B events. One may wonder whether the formalization of KAOS target predicates (i.e. the predicate after the diamond symbol) as B postconditions is adequate, since the execution of B events is not mandatory. At this very high level of abstraction, there is only one event for representing the parent goal. In accordance with the Event-B semantics, if the guard of the event is true, then the event necessarily occurs. For the new events built by refinement and associated to the subgoals, we guarantee by construction that no events prevent the postconditions to be established. For that, we have proposed an Event-B semantics for each KAOS refinement pattern by constructing set-theoretic mathematical models. Based on the classical set of inference rules from Event-B [2], we have identified the systematic proof obligations for each KAOS goal refinement pattern. To better illustrate the approach, the next section presents the Event-B refinement semantics related to the Exclusive-OR goal refinement pattern.

4 The Exclusive-OR goal refinement pattern

4.1 Description of the KAOS pattern

An Achieve goal $G$ of the form $(G$-Guard $) \Rightarrow \diamond (G$-PostCond $)$ is Exclusive-OR refined into two sub-goals $G_1$ and $G_2$ if only one (not both) of its sub-goals is achieved. A typical Exclusive-OR is shown in Figure 1 (with just two sub-goals).

4.2 Formal semantics of the pattern

4.2.1 Formal definition As explained in the last section, each level $i$ ($i \in [0..n]$) is represented in the hierarchy of the KAOS goal graph as an Event-B model $M_i$ that refines the model $M_{i-1}$ related to the level $i - 1$. Moreover, we represent each goal as a B event where the guard is the transcription of G-Guard from the KAOS goal expression, and the then part is the translation into Event-B of G-PostCond (see Figure 2).

Based on the definition of the Exclusive-OR refinement, we propose to refine the abstract event $EvG$ as follows:

$$(EvG_1 \ XOR \ EvG_2) \ Refines \ EvG$$
Fig. 1. Exclusive-OR goal refinement pattern

Fig. 2. Overview of the Event-B representation of the KAOS goal model
4.2.2 Proof obligations identification Based on the notions of "trace comparisons" and "forward simulation" [3,10], we are going to give systematic rules defining exactly what we have to prove for this pattern in order to ensure that each concrete event (EvG1, EvG2) indeed refines its abstraction EvG. In fact, we have to prove seven different lemmas:

- **The feasibility refinement** must be verified for each concrete event.

\[ I(v), J(v, w), G_{1}-Guard(w) \vdash \exists w'. G_{1}-PostCond(w, w') \]  

\[ I(v), J(v, w), G_{2}-Guard(w) \vdash \exists w'. G_{2}-PostCond(w, w') \]  

- **The guard strengthening** ensures that each concrete guard is stronger than the abstract one. In other words, it is not possible to have the concrete version enabled whereas the abstract one would not. The term “stronger” means that the concrete guard implies the abstract guard.

\[ G_{1}-Guard \Rightarrow G-Guard \]  

\[ G_{2}-Guard \Rightarrow G-Guard \]  

- **The correct refinement** ensures that each concrete event transforms the concrete variables in a way which does not contradict the abstract event.

\[ G_{1}-PostCond \Rightarrow G-PostCond \]  

\[ G_{2}-PostCond \Rightarrow G-PostCond \]  

- We can execute just one event (either EvG1 or EvG2) but not both. This is done by an exclusive disjunction between the different concrete guards.

\[ G_{1}-Guard \otimes G_{2}-Guard \]  

4.3 Synthesis

The Event-B refinement semantics of the Exclusive-OR goal refinement pattern requires to prove six proof obligations ((PO1)...(PO6)) that could easily be discharged by the current version of the Rodin automatic theorem prover. In fact, this Event-B refinement semantics is exactly the same one proposed by Rodin if we consider that each event refines the abstract event EvG. To express the "exclusive" characteristic of the KAOS refinement, we add a seventh proof obligation ((PO7)) in the form of an Event-B theorem.

5 Conclusion and related work

Our proposed approach aims at establishing a bridge between the non-formal (KAOS) and the formal worlds as narrow and concise as possible. In the sequel, we outline some approaches that have tried to bridge the gap between KAOS requirements model and formal methods.
A practical solution for traceability between KAOS requirements and B has been proposed by [8]. It presents a goal-oriented approach to elaborate a pertinent model and turn it into a high quality abstract B machines. The authors of [6] provide means for transforming the security requirements model built with KAOS to an only one abstract B model which can be later refined. The GOPCSD (Goal-oriented Process Control System Design) tool [5] is an adaptation of the KAOS method that serves to analyze the KAOS requirements and generate B formal specifications.

Nevertheless, the reconciliation presented by all of these works remains partial because they don’t consider all the parts of the KAOS goal model but only the requirements (operational goals). Consequently, the formal model do not include any information about the non-operational goals and the type of goal refinement. In this paper, we have explored how to cope with this problem using a constructive approach (driven by goals) showing that it is possible to express KAOS goal models with a formal method like Event-B by staying at the same abstraction level. We show also that extending KAOS with more formality in a development framework like Event-B allows requirements to be traced at the various steps of development. Moreover, the main contribution of our approach is that it balances the tradeoff between complexity of rigid formality (Event-B method) and expressiveness of semi-formal approaches (KAOS). So, what we present can be very useful in practice to (i) systematically verify that all KAOS requirements are represented in the Event-B model; (ii) systematically verify that each element in the Event-B model has a purpose in KAOS.

However, a number of future research steps are ongoing. Further work will consist in applying the approach on a number of case studies in order to support non-functional goals. This would address issues of conflict between these goals, which does not exist between functional goals. Moreover, we would like to establish the correspondence between the obtained Event-B representation of KAOS goal models and the later phases of development. At tool level, we plan to develop a connector between KAOS toolset and the RODIN open platform.
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